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ABSTRACT
A FAMILY OF HIERARCHICAL ENCODING TECHNIQUES 
FOR IMAGE AND VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS
Sam ah A. Senbel 
Old D om inion University. 1999 
Director: Dr. Hussein A bdel-W ahab
As the  dem and  for image and video transm ission a n d  in terac tive  m ultim edia  
app lications  continues to  grow, scalable image and video com pression th a t  has robust 
behavior over unreliab le  channels are of increasing in terest. T hese  desktop  app li­
cations require scalability  as a main feature due to its heterogeneous nature , since 
p a r t ic ipan ts  in an in terac tive  m ultim edia  application have different needs and pro­
cessing power. Also, th e  encoding and decoding a lgo r ithm  com plexity  must be low 
due to  the  practical considerations of low-cost low-power receiver term inals . This  
requires image and  video encoding techniques th a t  jo in t ly  considers compression, 
scalability, robustness, and  simplicity.
In this d isser ta t ion , we present a family of im age and  video-encoding tech­
niques. which are developed to support  conferencing app lica tions. We achieve scala­
bility. robustness and  low com puta tiona l complexity by build ing  our encoding tech­
niques based on the  quad tree  and  octree representation m ethods.
First we developed an image encoding technique using the  quad tree  repre­
sen ta tion  of images and  vector quantization . We use a m ean-rem oval technique to 
separa te  the  m eans image and the  difference image. T he  difference image is then 
encoded as a b read th  first traversal of the  quad tree  correspond ing  to the  image. Vec­
to r  quan tiza t ion  is then  used to compress the  quad tree  nodes based  on the  spatia l  
locality  of the  quad tree  da ta .  O u r  next s tep  was to  use th e  quad tree-based  image 
encoding technique as a  base for developing a differential video encoding  technique. 
We extended  it to  encode video by applying the  well-known IP B  technique to the
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image encoding system .
T hen , we explore a n o th e r  m ethod  of ex tend ing  our image encoding  technique 
to encode video stream s. T h e  basic idea was to  use exactly  the  sam e th ree  steps 
used in ou r  image encoding technique, m ean removal, conversion to tree  s truc tu re ,  
and  vector quan tiza t ion , and  replace the  quad tree  s tru c tu re  with an  oc tree  s t ru c ­
ture . T h e  octree is the  three-d im ensional equivalent of the  quad tree . We divide the  
sequence of frames into groups and  view each g roup as a th ree-d im ensional object. 
By encoding  frames together, we can ob ta in  su bs tan t ia l  savings in encod ing  tim e 
and  b e t t e r  compression results.
Finally, we combined b o th  the  differential q u ad tree  and  octree  approaches to 
g enera te  a  new hybrid encoding technique. We encode one frame using the  quad tree-  
based image encoding technique, and then  encode th e  following group of frames as 
a differential octree  based upon the  first frame.
Using a set of experim ents, the quad  tree-based  image encoding and  differ­
ential video encoding  techniques were shown to provide reasonable com pression in 
com parison  with sim ilar techniques, while the  octree  and hybrid video encoding 
techniques gave impressive compression results. Fu r therm ore , we d e m o n s tra ted  tha t  
our encoding  techniques are t im e efficient com pared  to the  more com m on frequency 
based techniques. We also com pare  the ir  scalability  feature  favorably with o ther  
well-known scalable techniques. Moreover, we dem o n s tra ted  their  ability  to to lerate  
and  conceal error. T he  new encoding techniques proved to be efficient m e thods  of 
encoding  for in teractive m ultim ed ia  applications.
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T he d em and  for image and video encoding has greatly  increased in the  past decade 
due to  factors such as the  increased availability of personal workstations, m ultim edia  
applications, and  networking capabilities. Because the  amount of d a ta  associated 
with video is huge, its efficient storage and  transm ission  poses a challenging problem. 
As a resu l t . there  is a lot of research in the  field of d a ta  compression. Moreover, 
compression alone is no longer a goal by itself, as different app lications  need more 
features. Video conferencing applications have add it iona l  requirem ents: low com ­
p u ta t io n a l  complexity, scalability, and  robustness are strongly required  features in 
such system s. In this d isserta tion , we present our view and efforts in order to design 
encoding  techniques geared towards the pa r t icu la r  needs of in teractive m ultim edia  
applications.
1.1 Overview
D a ta  com pression is the  process of e lim inating  or reducing the  redundancy  in d a ta  
rep resen ta tion  in o rder to  achieve savings in s to rage  and  com m unication  costs. For 
video d a ta ,  compression is a requirem ent and not an option, due to  the  large am ount 
of d a ta .  For exam ple, assum e th a t  we have a sequence of frames of size 320x240 
pixels, a fram e ra te  of 15 fram es/second, and  simple 8-bit gray scale colors. Each 
The journal model for this dissertation is the IEEE Transactions.
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uncom pressed  pixel would need 8 b its  per frame, so we would need a  bandw id th  of 
9.216 M bps (320x240x8x15). which is a large bandw id th  for a sm all fram e size. A 
colored video sequence would require th ree  tim es th a t  bandw id th .
Video encoding techniques can be divided into in tra -fram e  and  in ter-fram e 
techniques. In tra -fram e coding compresses video, image by image, and  removes 
only th e  spa tia l  redundancy  inside each frame. I ts  advantage  is in its simplicity and 
robustness. Inter-fram e coding  encodes the sequence of images to g e th e r  as a group, 
and therefore  reduces th e  tem pora l  redundancy  between frames. I ts  m ain  advan tage  
is achieving high compression results. In our work, we concen tra te  on in ter-fram e 
encoding  techniques.
T he  choice of a  compression technique depends on the  app lica t ion  environ­
ment. T he  requirem ents of an  interactive application  are different from those of a 
b roadcas t  application. An in terac tive  application requires the  ab il ity  to  change the 
properties  of the  video s tream  dynamically, depend ing  on the  part ic ipan ts ' needs. A 
broadcast application typically  works blindly independent of the  n u m b er  of receivers 
and the ir  capacities.
T he  requirem ents also differ depending on whether we have a single stream  or 
m ultip le  stream s. For exam ple, a video conferencing application  th a t  supports  s e v ­
eral s im ultaneous part ic ipan ts ,  may not find enough network b a n d w id th ,  or system 
processing capabilities, to  provide a full-motion video s tream  of each part ic ipan t.  
Instead , a part ic ipan t may receive a full-motion video image of th e  current speaker, 
beside low frame rate video images of the  rest of the  part ic ipan ts .
Also, different environm ents de term ine  different coding character is tics ,  such 
as coding  delay, error resilience, scalability, and real-tim e requirem ents . For ex­
am ple. in video-telephony, the  em phasis is on speed of encod ing  and compression 
efficiency, while scalability  and robustness are not im portan t .  On th e  o ther  hand, in 
video-conferencing, the  em phasis  is on scalability and real-tim e requirem ents, while 
in video da tabases , the  em phasis  is on compression efficiency an d  scalability.
In our work, we concen tra te  on video conferencing app lica tions  and develop
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a family o f  new video encoding  techniques tailored for the  specific needs of such 
app lications. A good encoding technique for video-conferencing should  be robust and 
dynam ic  in order to cope with  th e  high dem ands of interactive video com m unica tion .
E x is ting  encoding techniques have some, bu t not all. of th e  properties ,  which 
are  necessary for video-conferencing over the  in ternet. T he  cri t ica li ty  of build ing 
scalability  into collaborative m u lt im ed ia  applications has been widely recognized. 
Many encoding  techniques have incorporated  scalability as an added  feature, but at 
a  cost of e x tra  encoding time. R obustness  was rarely considered in a video encoding  
techn ique  and the  application  usually relied on the underly ing  network for error- 
correction. However, an encod ing  with error-correction capabilit ies  would be m ore 
prac tica l.
In this d isserta tion , we present a family of lossy, scalable, error-resilient 
video encoders, with low complexity, which makes them  su itab le  for real-tim e video 
conferencing applications. We combine scalability with error  p ro tec tion  techniques 
based on uneven error pro tec tion , where im portan t  d a ta  is favored with m ore p ro ­
tection. This allows graceful deg rada tion  of picture quality  as available bandw id th  
for transm ission  decreases instead  of a sudden breakdown.
1.2 Environment and Applications
Video conferencing has gained a  lot of popularity  in the  last few years due  to the  
increasing growth in network technology. It is now used for d istance  learn ing  and 
tra in ing , co rpo ra te  meeting, scientific and  engineering co-operative efforts, and In ­
ternet games, to  mention ju s t  a  few areas.
O u r  image and video encoding  techniques are designed to  work as part  of 
an in terac tive  m ultim edia  application  with multiple p a r t ic ip an ts  and m ultip le  d a ta  
s tream s. A com m on configuration for m ultim edia  conferences entails  small groups 
of p a r t ic ipan ts  connected to g e th e r  by bottleneck links, as well as some part ic ipan ts  
connected by slow telephone lines to  the  network. Typically, th e  bo ttleneck  link













Fig. 1.1. A typical environm ent for m ultim edia  applications.
is m anaged  by a m edia  gateway by rate l im iting  the  m edia  s tream s to  m atch  the 
capacities of the  networks. Gatew ays are not only used for crossing bottleneck  links, 
but for crossing security  and  addressing boundaries  as well.
F igure  1.1 shows a typical environm ent for m ult im ed ia  app lica tions. The 
different p a r t ic ip a n ts  are  sca ttered  in three different networks, as well as some con­
nections over te lephone  lines. T hree  gateways are  used to control the  traffic between 
networks. At any  tim e, any of the  pa rt ic ipan ts  m ay be sending out a  video s tream , 
and receiving several. In such an environm ent, h ierarchical (multi-level) encoding 
would be desirable.
In h ierarch ica l encoding, each d a ta  s tream  is encoded as a set of sub-s tream s 
with increm en ta l  priorities. Typically, there  would be a base layer d a ta  s tream .
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which is the  most vital sub -s tream  and  the  d a ta  s tream  canno t be decoded w ithou t 
it. It contains the  m in im um  in form ation  needed to  decode the  d a ta  stream  at the  
lowest possible quality. Then , th e re  would be one or more enhancem ent sub-stream s. 
F igure  1.2 shows how an im age encoded by a hierarchical technique can be decoded 
at several levels of detail.
Visual d a ta  s tream s should also have the  ability to  be scaled down at bo th  
the  encoder and the  decoder, to  ad a p t  to  current network conditions and host ca­
pabilities. Going back to  figure 1.1. a sender connected to  the  high-perform ance 
network should be ab le  to  send out a large num ber of enhancem ent sub-stream s, for 
exam ple one base layer an d  four enhancem ent layers. Receiver in the  sam e network 
should be able to  receive all s tream s and decode as much layers as they  can process. 
T he  gateways' job  is to  d rop  som e of the  enhancem ent layers, if needed, to m atch  the 
o th e r  side's capacity. For exam ple, gateway G3 may pass th rough  three enhance­
ment layers while gatew ay G l  m ay pass through only one enhancem ent layer. The 
use of hierarchical encoding allows for such flexible a d a p ta t io n  to m atch network 
and end-host capabilit ies  w ithout the  need for decoding and  re-encoding the  video 
s tream  at in term edia te  gateways.
1.3 Motivation
T here  are a lot of research an d  s tanda rds  in the  field of video encoding, and  new 
encod ing  techniques are be ing  developed regularly [2. 9. 10. 21]. Each video encod­
ing technique provides certain  desirable features and  has certa in  drawbacks, so the 
question  is: what will th e  new encoding techniques, presented in this d isserta tion , 
provide th a t  has not been done yet?
In spite of the  p le th o ra  of image and video encoding techniques available, 
yet the ir  main, and  som etim es the ir  only, targe t  is the  compression ratio. In real­
t im e  applications over an  unreliable  network with heterogeneous receivers, th e re  are 
o th e r  vital p roperties  th a t  m ust be realized in the  encoding technique: scalability.
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Base layer + two 
enhancement layers
Result after decoding 
all sub-streams
Fig. 1.2. D ecoding a hierarchically encoded image.
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robustness, and  simplicity. O ur  objective is to  provide an  encoding  technique th a t  
provides all of  th e  properties  together.
To d a te ,  all encoding techniques addressing th e  field of in terac tive  image and 
video com m unica tion  are developed based on a frequency dom ain  tran sfo rm ation  as 
a first s tep . T h e  discrete cosine transform  (D C T ). fast Fourier transform  (F F T ) .  
or wavelet transform  are  typically  used [31]. Those tran sfo rm ations  result in good 
compression ratios and  may achieve scalability, but have very high com pu ta tiona l  
complexities.
A no ther  com m on weakness of frequency-based encoding techniques is their  
sym m etr ic  n a tu re .  T h e  complexity of the reverse t ran sfo rm ation  is the  sam e as the  
original transfo rm , so decoding t im e is as high as th e  encoding tim e. In m ulti-user  
in te rac tive  m ult im ed ia  applications, it is desirable to  have a low com plexity  decoding 
technique due  to the  fact tha t  each part ic ipan t will, typically, be encoding only one 
video s tream  and decoding several.
Also, robustness is im p o r tan t  when dealing with congested networks and 
unreliable  connections. T he  system should be able to  reproduce the  frames as best 
as possible given only a subset of the  encoded d a ta .  R obustness  is rarely addressed 
in encoding  techniques.
T he  fore-mentioned shortcom ings of existing image and  video encoding  tech­
niques. w ith  respect to  sup p o rt in g  interactive m ult im ed ia  applications, m otivated  
us to develop our own encoding techniques which target the  specific needs of such 
applications.
1.4 Approach
W hile  frequency-based techniques may be used for m ulti-user  in terac tive  m ult im ed ia  
app lica tions , a spa tia l-based  approach  is much m ore  simple to  work with, and  can 
yield high compression ratios as well.
O u r  encoding techniques are based on a hierarchical layered coding of da ta .
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which is an  efficient and  flexible coding  scheme. An im p o r tan t  fea tu re  of th is  layered 
approach  is to  accom m oda te  the  heterogeneity  between the  different senders and  
receivers. It is not necessary for a coder  to  code all layers from th e  lowest resolution 
up to  the  required service resolution. R a th e r ,  users and  service providers  can choose 
a layer configuration th a t  m eets th e ir  app lica tion  requirem ents.
A nother  advan tage  of layered cod ing  schemes is their  ab il i ty  to  ad d  redun ­
dancy  to each layer separafply. thereby  giving im portan t  h igher layers more p ro ­
tection  th a n  less im p o r ta n t  lower layers. Also, layered coding schemes provide an 
inherent m ethod  of loss concealment for the  higher resolution signals (lower layers). 
T h e  low bit ra te  coded d a ta  from th e  h igher layers are more p ro tec ted  against errors 
and  thus, can be used to reconstruct  lower quality  but accep tab le  p ic tures  at the  
uppe r  layers in the  event of packet losses.
T he  t rad i t iona l  layered encod ing  scheme used is the  py ram id  encoding  tech­
nique .12. 31. 42j. In this technique th e  image or video frame is encoded m ultip le  
tim es, each t im e with an increasingly b e t te r  quality. This  provides bo th  scalability  
and  robustness, bu t  a t  a cost of m ore com pu ta tiona l  t im e and  a  m odes t  compression 
ratio.
O ur  approach is to  use the  q u a d tre e  and octree represen ta tions  [30] as a base 
for developing our image and  video encod ing  techniques. Their  h ierarchical s t ru c tu re  
makes them  b o th  scalable and flexible. R obustness  is also achieved because a missing 
node in the  tree  can be su b s t i tu te d  by th e  average of its sons' nodes or it can be 
a pp rox im ated  by its paren t and  b ro th e r  nodes. In add ition  recons truc ting  the  image 
or fram e pixel array  from the  tree  s t ru c tu re  is a simple opera t ion , especially when 
com pared  with the  inverse D C T  or F F T .  This  makes the  decod ing  com ponent of 
our  encoding  techniques simpler and  less t im e  consuming.
1.5 Accomplishments
We can sum m arize  th e  work done in th is  d isserta tion  as follows.
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•  We developed a new image encoding technique th a t  satisfies the  m ain  cri­
teria: a  good com pression ratio, simplicity, scalability, an d  robustness. T he  
encoding technique was built  using the efficient quad tree  represen ta tion  as a 
su itab le  d a ta  represen ta tion  m ethod and vector quan tiza t ion  for the  actual 
compression.
•  We used ou r  new image encoding technique as a base for developing a new 
video encoding  technique. We used the well-known differential approach to  
make use of the  tem p o ra l  redundancy between video frames. We obtained  
good, bu t not d ram a tic ,  results with this technique.
•  Next, we used a m ore bold approach and applied a th ree-d im ensional m ethod , 
the octree, in encod ing  the  video stream . T he  octree  is typically  used in 
encoding three-d im ensional objects, and we now show th a t  it can also be used 
to successfully encode video streams. We obtained ex trem ely  good results, 
m ainly due  to  the  flexible na tu re  of octrees.
•  Finally, we developed a hybrid technique, which uses bo th  the  octree and 
differential approaches to video encoding. We ob ta ined  sa tisfac tory  results 
with the hybrid  approach , in comparison with the octree  encoding  technique.
1.6 Organization of the Dissertation
T he  rest of the  d isser ta t ion  is organized as follows.
C h a p te r  2 gives som e background inform ation abou t  quad trees ,  vector q u a n ­
tization and  scalability. I t  also summarizes a survey of the different encoding tech­
niques designed by researchers, and  those available commercially.
C h a p te r  3 describes our image encoding technique in de ta il  and  describes the  
experim ents  we perfo rm ed  to  prove its efficiency com pared to  o th e r  image encoding 
techniques.
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In chap te r  4. we describe a  m eth o d  of ex tend ing  our image encod ing  tech­
nique to  video. We use a  well-known differential technique. We also present our 
experim ental results in comparison to  the  M P E G  video encoding technique.
C h a p te r  5 describes a m ore efficient way to encode video by using a three- 
dim ensional approach . We used the  octree  represen ta tion  instead of the  quad tree . 
We also describe ano ther  video encoding  technique which combines bo th  the  q u ad tree  
and octree  techniques to obtain  b e t te r  performance.
Finally. C h a p te r  6 concludes and sum m arizes  th e  disserta tion and  gives a 
list of possible fu ture  extensions to  the  work presented here.
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CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In th is  chapter, we give an in troduc tion  to  compression techniques and  we in troduce 
some basic definitions. We describe the  need for having robustness and  scalabil­
ity as im p o r tan t  features in a compression system. We also describe the  quad tree  
representa tion  m eth o d ,  and the  technique of vector quan tiza t ion .
We then describe the different techniques developed by researchers for en­
coding image a n d  video data . F inally  we briefly describe the  opera tion  of some 
of the  most well known comm ercial encoding techniques used. We em phasize  the 
J P E G  and M P E G  techniques as those are typically used as a benchm ark  for the 
com parison of different techniques.
2.1 Basic Concepts and Techniques
All compression techniques are based  on the concept of e l im ina ting  as much redun­
dancy  from the  d a ta  as possible. T here  are two m ain  m ethods:  lossless compression, 
in which no inform ation  is lost in the  encoding process and  the  re-constructed  image 
is identical to  th e  original image. T h e  o ther  technique is lossy compression, in which 
some of the  in form ation  contained in th e  image or video d a ta  is sacrificed in order 
to  ob ta in  b e t te r  compression results . T he  choice of lossless or lossy compression 
depends on th e  application  in which compression is needed. A m edical application 
is an example for a system requir ing  lossless compression, while videoconferencing
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is an application  th a t  can to le ra te  lossy compression.
A video compression system  should sm artly  combine spa tia l ,  tem pora l  and  
spectra l  redundancy  reduction  techniques to  obtain  the  best compression possible. 
Spatia l  redundancy  is the  redundancy  between pixels in th e  sam e frame. T em po­
ral redundancy  is the  redundancy  between pixels in consecutive frames. Spec tra l  
redundancy  is the  redundancy  in color between adjacent pixels. C om binations  in a 
variety  of ways specify different compression systems.
T here  are th ree  com bina tions  of the  two main com pression techniques: sp a ­
tial then  tem poral  compression, tem poral  then spatia l  com pression, and  spatio- 
tem pora l  (three-dim ensional)  compression. They are shown in figure 2.1.
The  first two m ethods ,  shown in figures 2.1(a) and  2 .1(b). are s im ply the 
com bina tion  of two different coding techniques in tu rn  so th a t  th e  a t t rac t iv e  features 
of bo th  schemes could be utilized. T he ir  main advan tage  is the ir  sim plicity  in 
im p lem en ta tion , as each com pression is done separately. However, they do not 
perform  well in the compression aspect com pared  to the  o th e r  technique.
In spa tio -tem pora l  coding, encoding is applied d irec tly  to  the  (x.y.t) space. 
Hence, horizontal, vertical, and  tem pora l  redundancies ex isting  in the  spa tio -tem pora l  
dom ain  can be exploited together. Various 3D coding schemes, e.g. 3D sub-band  
coding [261. and 3D wavelet coding [21 j. has been investigated for m edium  rate  video 
transm ission . We also develop our own spatio -tem pora l  video encoding, described 
in chap te r  5.
Spectral redundancy  is usually reduced by converting  th e  th ree  red. green, 
and  blue signals into th ree  o th e r  signals: the  lum inance signal th a t  carries in fo rm a­
tion on lightness and brightness, and  two color signals. As th e  hum an  visual system  
is less sensitive to color th a n  to  lum inance, the color signal m ay be t ra n sm it te d  with 
less accuracy. For exam ple, th e  PAL s ta n d a rd  calls the  lum inance  Y and  th e  two 
colors signals U and V. Conversion from the  RG B form at to  th e  "’i T Y  form at is done 
using these  equations:
Y  =  0.30R +  0.59G +  O .l lB
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Fig. 2.1. Different video compression m ethods, (a) Spatial then tem p o ra l  com pres­
sion. (b) Tem pora l  then spa tia l  compression, (c) Spa tio -tem pora l  compression






Fig. 2.2. Conversion from R G B  to YUY form ats
U =  0.493(B-Y) =  -0.15R - 0.29G +  0.44B 
Y =  0.377(R-Y) =  0.62R - 0.52G - 0.10B
The num ber of sam ples per line of th e  color signals is halved, and the  num ber  
of lines per frame is also halved. This sam pling  of the  color signals provides a oO'a 
reduction in the to ta l  n um ber  of samples, as shown in figure 2.2. Also, the  bit ra te  
of each color s tream  is chosen to be less th a n  tha t  of the  lum inance  com ponent to 
achieve further reduction. T he  separation of the  lum inance com ponent also enables 
com patib ili ty  with receivers th a t  can display only gray scale images.
In this d isserta t ion , we work only on reducing spatia l  and  tem pora l  redun ­
dancy. using new techniques. We experim ent with s set of 8 bit gray scale images 
and video sequences. O u r  work could sim ply be ex tended to  encode color images 
using the  YU Y m ethod  described above.
2.1.1 Nature of Communication
M any current and  proposed telecom m unication-based  app lica tions  rely on the  m ul­
t icas ting  of m ultim ed ia  inform ation  over packet-switched networks. In th e  past,  
protocols with packet retransm ission were used. B u t  in rea l-tim e app lications, re­
transm ission is not a  p rac tica l solution because of the  unpred ic tab le  add it ional  delay.
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Also, com m unica tion-based  app lications  now usually have a large num ber  of different 
capac ity  entities. Basically, the  two m ain  problem s are:
1. Packet losses are  unavoidable, irregular, an d  unp red ic tab le  in na tu re .
2. T he  wide variety  of networks with different capacities, and  end-s ta tion  
receivers with different processing power limits the  transm iss ion  ra te  to  th e  lowest 
capac ity  network, and  lowest power workstation du r ing  a  m ulticast  session.
The  solution lies in an encoding technique which is b o th  robust (by add ing  
redundancy) and  scalable, to  suppo rt  the  heterogeneous n a tu re  of m ulticasting .
2.1.2 Scalability
Scalab ili ty  is the  ability  of the  encoder to  encode a d a ta  s tream  such tha t  the  d a ta  
s tream  can be  decoded a t  different quality  levels. T h u s  it should be possible to 
ex trac t  a lower bit ra te  s tream  which will reproduce a  lower resolution (or smaller) 
image, one having reduced fram e rate, or one which can be decoded  using a simplified 
decoder. Scalability can apply  to  images, video, audio, an d  even tex t.  For exam ple, 
an image can be d ivided into 3 levels, a base layer and  two enhancem ent layers. 
A receiver m ust receive a t  least the  base layer to be able to decode the  image and 
qua li ty  can be improved by decoding one or bo th  of the  enhancem ent layers.
In d igital com m unica tions  applications, there  are  m any  cases where scalable 
(multi-level) coding  is needed. One example is dealing with  network traffic: instead 
of d ropp ing  vita l in fo rm ation  at the  source or in in ternal network nodes, a repre­
sen ta t ion  th a t  a d a p ts  itself to  the  network load by chang ing  the  resolution so tha t  
it complies w ith  w ha t  th e  network can deliver would be an  ex trem ely  useful m ea­
sure  against resource exhaustion . A nother  field is b roadcas ting  to  heterogeneous 
receivers, since different receivers have different processing power and  capacity. The 
op t im al  solution here is to  use a scalable represen ta tion  so t h a t  each receiver can 
decode the  signal accord ing  to  its capabilities.
A no ther  env ironm ent th a t  could benefit from scalable  codes is m ulti-po in t
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com m unica tion  with m obile hosts (or low -bandw idth  connections): since mobile 
links are typically  of much lower bandw id th  th a n  wired ones. By reducing th e  res­
olution a t  th e  base-to-m obile  link, wired p a r t ic ipan ts  would still be able to  utilize 
the  full b a n d w id th  available to  them  w ithou t  being com prom ised  by th e  presence 
of mobile pa rt ic ipan ts .  Also, having m ultip le  s tream s of th e  d a ta  helps in error 
control. T h e  base layers m ay  be t ra n s m it te d  with m ore error  p ro tec tion  and  cor­
rection capabilit ies  th an  enhancem ent layers. A typical app lication  of th is  is in a 
d is tan t  learn ing  system  [22], where s tuden ts  connected from the  hom e have much 
lower capabilit ies  th an  those in class, so some stream s, for exam ple  video, m ust be 
scaled down to  a c com m oda te  them  w ithout affecting the  rest of th e  class.
T here  is m any research projects  in the  field of scalable codes. For exam ple, 
at the  university of E rlangen-X urem berg  [12. 13]. they  work on " spa t io - tem pora l  
pyram ids" , in which th e  video is encoded at four different quality  levels for achieving 
scalability. T h e  quality  varia tion  is due to the num ber  of b its  a llocated  per pixel in 
each fram e and  in the  num b er  of frames. Unequal e rro r  p ro tec tion  is applied  to the  
different levels.
2.1.3 Robustness
R obustness  is one of th e  m a jo r  properties  required in any encoding  techn ique de­
signed for in terac tive  use. since d a ta  loss du r ing  transm ission  is inevitable . Most 
encoding techniques rely on the  underly ing com m unica tion  protocol to  deal with 
missing d a ta .  I t  would be more efficient to  be ab le  to  decode an image or video 
frame based only on part ia l  da ta .
One of the  p ro jec ts  addressing  the  issue of robustness  is the  P E T  (P rio r i ty  
E ncoded T ransm ission) pro jec t [2. 17. 18. 20]. it encodes the  image or video d a ta  us­
ing a  multilevel forward-error-correction scheme th a t  provides graceful d eg rad a tio n  
of th e  system . T he  P E T  system  is based on two m ain  ideas: add ing  redundancy  
to each level accord ing  to  its priority, using erasure codes [17], an d  th e  s tr ip p in g  of
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d a ta  into packets. T he  pro jec t is very flexible as it is designed to  work over previ­
ously encoded d a ta  by any m ulti-p rio rity  application. However, the  fact th a t  it is a 
s e p ara te  process after  the  encod ing  means th a t  it takes ex tra  t im e  and  buffer space. 
Also, it cannot work over a scalable encoding technique, scalability  is lost in order 
to  provide more reliable transm ission . Moreover, it adds an overhead of ab o u t  24 
percent of the  video size for e rro r  protection.
In this thesis, we achieve robustness by simply using a  d a ta  s tru c tu re  th a t  
conta ins  redundancy  as p a r t  of its nature: the quad tree  and the  octree. W e con­
trol the  level of robustness by e lim inating  as much redundancy  as the  application  
requires.
2.1.4 The Quadtree Representation
In recent years, m any m ethods  have been proposed for achieving high compression 
ra tios  for compressed image storage  and transmission. A very promising com pres­
sion technique, in term s of compression ratios, image quality, and scalability, is the 
q u a d tre e  image representa tion  [29. 30]. Another intrinsic advan tage  offered by the 
qu a d tre e  is a fast decoding time.
T he  quad tree  is an approach  to image representa tion  based on successive 
subdivision of the image into quadrants .  In essence, we repeatedly  subdiv ide  the 
image array  into 4 q u a d ra n ts  and  examine each quad ran t  in tu rn  for homogeneity. 
Th is  is repeated  until we o b ta in  blocks (possibly single pixels) which consists entirely 
of only one color. This  process is represented by a  tree  of out-degree four (and  hence 
th e  nam e, quadtree) in which the  root node represents the  entire  image, the  four 
sub -quad ran ts  represent the  four corners of the  image, a n d  the  leaves ( term inal 
nodes) correspond to those blocks of the image for which no fu rther  subdivision is 
necessary.
Figure 2.3 shows a  sam ple  image and  its quadtree. W e chose a s im ple black 
and  w hite  image for simplicity, b u t  the  same technique applies for color images. The
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resulting tree  is of d ep th  three. C ircu lar  nodes (non-term inals)  in th e  t ree  m ean th a t  
this pa rt  of the  image is of different colors and  will be decomposed fu rthe r .  Usually, 
the  average color of th a t  area  is s tored  in this node. A black node represents  a black 
part of the  image, while a white  node represents a white pa rt  of the  image.
Q uad trees  are  typically construc ted  by top-down or b o t to m s-u p  m ethods. 
In top-down construc tion  [23. 30], a  judgm en t is first m ade  as to  w he the r  the  entire  
block can be  represented by a single leaf or w hether  it must he subd iv ided  in to  four 
sub-blocks. If a  block is divided, then  a  b inary  decision is m ade  for each sub-block 
to de te rm ine  w hether  it needs fu rthe r  division, and so on.
B o t to m -u p  construction  [4. 42. 43] consists of b inary  decisions to  merge, 
where construc tion  begins with the  smallest possible block size of th e  q u ad tree .  If 
all relevant sub-blocks have been combined into a larger block, then  a  decision is 
made w he ther  to combine the larger blocks into a yet larger block, and  so on.
Several researchers have worked on the  application of quad trees  in image 
compression. T he  recursive b inary  nesting  (RBX) technique has been developed by 
Clarke and  Cordell [6. 7. 8. 91. T h e  idea has subsequently  been re-investigated  by 
D enatale et al. [10]. T he  whole m a t te r  of quad tree  image represen ta tion  and  analysis 
has been exam ined  in detail by Wilson et al. [48] and Todd and W ilson [45]. Sullivan 
and Baker [44] have developed a video encoding system based on quad trees ,  vector 
quan tization , and  m otion com pensation . T he ir  system has a very good compression 
ratio a l though  it is t im e-consum ing to encode, therefore it is not su itab le  for real­
time com m unication .
T he  m ost obvious storage s tru c tu re  for a quad tree  is a fully po in te red  tree  [29] 
where each node record has 4 pointers to its four sons, and  a 'color' field representing  
the node 's  color or the  average color of its 4 sons if it is a  non -te rm ina l  node. 
Although th is  m ethod  is simple and  easy to  implement, it needs a lot of s to rage  space. 
O ther  q u ad tree  representa tions has been proposed : Leaf-Code [49]. C ube -C ode  [24]. 
G ray-C ode [38. 39]. Tree-Code [25], D F -quad tree  [16], O ne-to-four q u ad tree  [41]. 
and Goblin q u ad tree  [47]. In th is  disserta tion, we present new im age and  video













Fig. 2.3. Q u a d tre e  s tructure .
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rep resen ta tion  m ethod , based on the  Gray-Code.
2.1.5 Vector Quantization
Q u an tiza tion  is a m e th o d  for coding signals such tha t  an ap p ro x im ate  signal is 
cons truc ted  from a  finite set of possible values. A given sam ple  x of the  signal is 
specified by an index k  in to  th e  finite set if it falls into the  corresponding  interval:
x*. <  x <  x/t+l where  k  G {1. 2...... .V}
where .V represents  the  n um ber  of elements in th e  finite set of reconstruc tion  values.
T he  integer k is t ra n sm it te d  to  the  receiver to  identify the  p a r t icu la r  value 
in the  finite set th a t  should be used to represent the  signal 's  am p li tu d e  at that 
point. T he  value tha t  k  m aps to is called the representa tive  level, or reconstruction  
value, and  the  a m p litudes  x*. represent levels or thresholds. T h e  m ap p in g  y =  Q( x) .  
the  q uan tizer  character is t ic ,  is a s ta ircase-shaped  function. A quan tizer  m ay be 
classified as e ither  uni fo rm  or nonuniform.  Uniform  quantizers  sim ply divide the 
dom ain  into equally spaced regions and  usually use the  m ean of each region as the  
representa tive  level: nonuniform  quantizers, however, have variable representative 
level intervals which reflect the  s ta tis tics  of the  d a ta  used to  build the  finite set of 
am p litudes  (codebook). It should be noted th a t  since the  coded d a ta  is formed from 
a reduced set of values, irrecoverable inform ation  loss would occur.
Vector quan tiza t ion  expands the concepts  employed in scalar quan tiza t ion  to 
the  m ultid im ensional case. As an example, consider a block of b inary  d a ta  consisting 
of all Is. Transm ission of the  d a ta  could be accom plished by sending  each element 
separately, achieving a  bit ra te  of 1 b i t /s am p le .  However, if the  whole biock is 
taken toge the r  and indexed to  an identical block in a  codebook, only the  index need 
be t ra n sm it te d :  th is  would yield a  bit ra te  of (1 / x y )  b i ts /sa m p le ,  where x  is the  
horizontal size and  y  is the  vertical size of th e  d a ta .
Using vector quan tiza t ion , high compression ratios are possible with rela­
tively small block sizes. Vector quan tiza tion  is a m app ing  from an L-dim ensional
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E uclidean  space R L to a finite subset of R L. This  finite subset is called a  vector  
q u an tiza t io n  codebook or vector quan tiza tion  table. By choosing the  size of the  
codebook, the  transm ission ra te  of a vector quan tiza tion  coding process can be  con­
trolled. T h e  objective is to  select an optim al codebook of size .V th a t  results in the  
lowest possible d istortion am ong  all possible codebooks of the  sam e size. log2 .V bits 
a re  needed to  t ran sm it  the  index i if fixed length coding is employed. T h e  ra te  of 
an .V element vector quantizer may be expressed as follows:
logo -V
Rate =  — ^—  bits /  sample
where L is the  num ber of m em bers in each vector. An im por tan t  feature  of fixed ra te  
vector q u an tiza t io n  is tha t  fractional bit rates are achievable, unlike those achievable 
with scalar quan tization .
Since the  quadtree  s tru c tu re  is by n a tu re  m ulti-d im ensional, we can encode 
the  colors of th e  four b ro the r  nodes toge the r  as a single vector and  m ake use of 
the  spa tia l  dependency  am ong them . Therefore, we trea t  each four b ro the r  nodes 
as a vector of size 4. This  vector forms the  input to the  vector encoder. B o th  the 
encoder and  the  decoder have a codebook of 4-dimensional vector. T he  vectors in 
this codebook are selected to  be representative of the input vectors. At the  encoder, 
the  input vector  is compared to each code-vector to find the  nearest m atch , we then  
tran sm it  the  index of the nearest m atch  to the  decoder. T he  decoding consists of a 
s im ple tab le  look-up.
F igure  2.4 shows a sim ple example of vector quan tization . We have a code­
book of vectors, each of dimension 4. We compress a sam ple  element (14.9.5.21). 
We s ta r t  by finding the nearest m atch  to  it. which is element (18.10.4.18). W e then  
represent the  d a ta  by the index of the  m atched  element. 3. T h e  num ber  is then  
t ra n s m i t te d  to  the  receiver, who has an identical codebook. T h e  receiver d irec tly  
gets the  vector (18.10.4.18) from the  index. Clearly, it is not identical to th e  orig­
inal da ta ,  ju s t  a best m atch , hence we say th a t  vector quan tiza tion  is a "lossy" 
compression m ethod .
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Fig. 2.4. An exam ple  of vector quantization.
Vector quan tiza t ion  is a very a t t rac t iv e  encoding scheme for app lica tions  
in which the  resources available for decoding is considerably  less than  the  resources 
available for encoding, because encoding requires a  search through the  code book for 
the nearest possible entry, while decoding is a direct table-lookup in the  codebook. 
It is also sim ple  and  flexible enough to be included with o ther  techniques, as we 
have done here by using it to  encode a quad tree . T he  theoretical basis for vector 
quan tiza t ion  is described in [111.
2.2 Classification of Image and Video Encoding 
Techniques
Due to  th e  large difference in requirements for image and  video app lications, th e re  
are m any  different m ethods  to  encode image and  video d a ta .  A sim ple classification 
is shown in figure 2.5. W e divide encoding m ethods  to  spatia l  encoding, waveform-
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based encoding, and  m odel-based  encoding. Most com m ercial video encoding  tech­
niques are a com bination  of several of these m ethods  to  ob ta in  the advan tages  of 
each. In this section, we give a brief  survey of some of techniques, which are relevant 
to  this work.
2.2.1 Spatial Encoding
In spatia l  encoding, a frame is t rea ted  as an a rray  of pixels, and compression is 
achieved based on explo iting  th e  s ta tis tics  of the  fram e and  the  local dependency  
between pixels.
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Entropy Encoding
E ntropy  encoding  is a te rm , which refers to the  encoding, and  compression tech­
niques. which do not take  into, account the  n a tu re  of the  inform ation to  be com ­
pressed. E n tropy-based  techniques  t rea t  all d a ta  as sequences of bits, w ithou t t ry ing  
to  optim ize the  compression by knowledge of the  ty p e  of in form ation  be ing  com ­
pressed. In o ther  words, en tropy  encoding ignores th e  sem antics  of th e  in form ation  
to  be compressed.
A typical exam ple  is run-length encoding [31]. in which a series of n successive 
characters  C  will be replaced by the character  C  i tself followed by the  n u m b er  n. 
A nother  m ethod  is H uf fm an  encoding [31] in which, for a given portion  of the  d a ta  
s tream , the  frequency of occurrence of each elem ent is ca lculated , and  the  num ber  
of bits a llocated  to each elem ent depends on its frequency of occurrence.
A no ther  very p o p u la r  technique is pyramid  encoding  [12]. in which each frame 
is encoded at several different levels of accuracy to  achieve scalability and  robustness. 
In the  lowest level the  original image is encoded, in the next level each four pixels 
are replaced by their  average then  the resulting sm aller  image is encoded , and  s o  
on. Com pression can be achieved by encoding the  pyram id  levels in a differential 
m ethod, so th a t  each pixel is represented by the difference between its value and  the  
corresponding  value in th e  next higher level.
Source Encoding
In source encoding  ce rta in  transform ations  take  place which are dependen t on the  
content of the  original signal. Source encoding m ay produce higher com pression 
ratios th a n  en tropy  encoding, bu t the  degree of compression is highly dependen t on 
the  d a ta  semantics.
A typical exam ple  is quantizat ion  (scalar o r  vector) in which th e  encoding  
process is replaced by a  sim ple search for th e  best m a tch  am ong  a  series of p a t te rn s ,  
and the  index of th e  best m atch  is then t ra n sm it te d .  This  technique was described
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in de ta il  in section 2.1.5. A nother  m ethod  is the  quadtree m ethod , in which the  
im age pixel a rray  is first converted to  a  quad tree  and  then  the  resulting  quad tree  is 
encoded. T h is  technique was described in detail  in section 2.1.4.
2.2.2 Waveform Encoding
In waveform encoding an image is first transform ed to the  frequency dom ain a n d  is 
t re a te d  as a 2D-signal waveform or a segment of an image sequence as a 3D-signal 
waveform exploiting  the inherent s ta t is t ica l  properties. M any im age/v ideo  coding 
techniques, such as sub-band encoding, wavelet coding, and fractal coding, can be 
included in this group. The frames are first transform ed to  th e  frequency dom ain  
using a transform  such as the fast Fourier transform  (F F T )  or the  discrete cosine 
transfo rm  (D C T ).
Sub-band Encoding
Sub-band  coding  [2Gl is based on the  fact th a t  the  low spatia l frequency com ponents  
of a p ic tu re  carry  most of the information within the  picture. T he  p icture  can thus  be 
divided into its spatia l frequency com ponents  and then  the  coefficients are quantized, 
describing the  image band according to their  im portance . Lower frequencies are 
more im p o r ta n t ,  and  therefore receive more bits  per com ponent.
Wavelet Encoding
T h e  app lica tion  of the  wavelet transform  in d a ta  compression has been investigated 
by m any  researchers in recent years [21]. Simply speaking, the  wavelet transform  d e ­
composes a  signal over a set of basic functions. These functions (also called wavelet 
functions or simply wavelets) are generated  from a  unique function (called m o th e r  
wavelet) by dila tion  and translations. I te ra ted  opera tion  of wavelet transform  on 
a 2-D im age signal produces a new set of d a ta  (called wavelet coefficients) in the  
frequency dom ain  where the spatia l  s tru c tu re  of the  image is also preserved. T he
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Fig. 2.6. Wavelet Encoding.
popular a rrangem en t of these wavelet coefficients in a pyram id  s tru c tu re  combines 
the  wavelet decom position  and  the  m ulti-resolution signal analysis to provide a pow­
erful tool for d a ta  com pression /com m unication . F igure  2.6 shows how the  frequency 
domain d a ta  is d ivided into different sized blocks. Since the  d a ta  in the  top  left-side 
is the  most im p o r ta n t ,  it occupies the "top" of th e  pyram id  by giving it more bits 
per pixel (blocks 1.2.3....). Less im portan t  blocks are  given less bits per pixel (blocks
11.12.13).
This  pyram id-like s truc tu re  is also useful in progressive transm ission . Instead 
of sending the  whole image a t  once, the sm alles t block on the  top  level of the 
pyram id is sent first for early decoding. This block is ac tua lly  a coarse version of 
the  original image and  is also the  lowest frequency sub-band  in the  frequency dom ain 
(in view of decom posed d a ta ) .  If  desired, a h igher  resolution image can be obtained 
by sequentially  sending  the  o ther  blocks (higher frequency sub-bands)  on the next 
lower level and  perfo rm ing  an inverse wavelet t ran sfo rm  thereafter .
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2.2.3 Model-based Encoding Techniques
In m odel-based  coding th e  inpu t image or video frame is viewed as a 2D pro jec tion  
of a  3D real physical scene. T h e  coding is performed by first m odeling  the  3D scene, 
and  then  ex trac t ing  model p a ram ete rs  a t  th e  encoder, finally synthesizing the  image 
at the  decoder. Three  key elem ents in m odel-based cod ing  are the  modeling,  th a t  
is. the  reconstruction of the 3D scene model, image analysis and  synthesis  based on 
th e  scene model. T he  image model can be classified into surface-based m odels and 
volume-bused  models.
In surface-based m odeling, wire-frame models a re  m ost popular .  In these 
models p lan a r  polygonal patches, e.g. tr iangu la r  patches, app rox im ate  th e  surface. 
In a t r ia n g u la r  wire-frame model, the  surface shape is represented by a set of points 
defining the  vertices of these triangles. Since the size of th e  patches is a d ju s tab le  
accord ing  to the  surface complexity, w ire-frame represen ta tion  is flexible and  general. 
Therefore, wire-frame models are extensively used in m odel based coding.
Most world objec ts  are solids, a lthough only their  surfaces are visible. T he re ­
fore a description based on volum etric  primitives is a na tu ra l  approach to model 
objects . An often-used set of volum etric  primitives is th e  class of generalized cylin­
der. In th is  m ethod th e  object is represented by a set of prim itives (cubes, spheres, 
and cylinders) and the ir  relative positions. A set of deform -able  cylinders were also 
used, th is  is done by using deform ation  param eters  to  control the  e lastic ity  of the  
main axis and  the walls of a cylinder. A nother  popu lar  m e th o d  is to represent the  
object as set of constan t or varying sized cubes [38].
M odel-based encoding  is m ain ly  used for the  res tric ted  class where only 
a l im ited  class of objects  appear ,  e.g. the  "head-and-shoulders" images used in 
videoconferencing. T h e  detailed  a  priori knowledge a b o u t  th e  objects can then  be 
fully utilized to ob ta in  high compression rates.
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2.3 Survey of Common Video Encoding Techniques
In th is  section we review some com m on well known encoding techniques. W e will 
briefly describe  their  m ethod  of opera tion  and  discuss the  m erits  and  draw backs  of 
each encod ing  technique.
2.3.1 Motion JPEG
M otion J P E G  [46] is a simple m ethod  of encoding  video by sim ple encod ing  each 
frame as a separa te  image using the  J P E G  encoding technique. T he  J P E G  a lgo r i thm  
can be sum m arized  as follows: T he  first s tep  is to  divide the  image into 8x8 pixel 
blocks and  then  apply  a linear tran sfo rm atio n  to  each block in the  inpu t image. 
T he  l inear  transfo rm ation  is ob tained  by a discrete cosine transform  ( D C T z i g z a g  
ordering, and  fixed-step scalar q uan tiza tion . T he  ou tpu t of the  linear t ra n s fo rm a t io n  
is a 64-element vector for each block. T hen , these vectors are  fu rthe r  com pressed 
using run-leng th  encoding. T he  first s tep  of image processing is a t ra n s fo rm a t io n  
perfo rm ed  by D C T. T he  pixel values are  shifted  into the range [-128. 127’. w ith  zero 
as the  center. These d a ta  units  of 8x8 shifted pixel values are defines by S yr. where 
x and  y are in the  range of zero to  seven. Each of these values is then  tran sfo rm ed  
using Forw ard  D C T  (FD C T )j.
5 - I f - c y V S  (2x 1 )urr (2 y 1
—  , c u c v z L  V 
r = 0  y=C
' y s  C O S  — ---------  C O S -----------
16 v -I
where cu . c v =  for u .v=0: otherwise cu .c t, =  1.
A ltogethe r  this transfo rm ation  m ust be carried out 64 tim es per  d a ta  un i t .  T he  
result is 64 coefficients of S vu.
For reconstruction of the  image, th e  decoder uses the  Inverse D C T  ( I D C T ;. 
T he  coefficients S vu m ust be used for the  calculation:
1 (2x  + 1  In:: (2-y +  V
S x y  —  . C-u Cv  y' y~ S v 
4  x = C y = 0
where cu. c v =  -A? for u .v=0: o therwise cu. c v =  1.
u  co.s — ----- cos-
^  16
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Most of the  areas of a  typical image consist of large regions of a  single color 
which, a fter  app ly ing  D C T , are  represented by many coefficients with very low 
values. T he  edges, however, are transform ed into coefficients, which represent high 
frequencies. Im ages of average complexity consist of many AC-coefficients with a 
value of a lm ost zero. Therefore, entropy encoding is used to  achieve considerable 
d a ta  reduction.
Merits and Drawbacks
J P E G  was originally designed to encode images bu t has been used to encode video 
too  due to  its simplicity and  robustness, and because error does not p ro p ag a te  from 
frame to  frame.
As J P E G  was essentially designed for the  compression of still images, it 
makes no use o f  tem poral  redundancy between frames which is a very im portan t  
element in most video compression schemes. Thus, despite the  availability  of real­
tim e J P E G  video compression hardw are, its use will be quite lim ited due  to its poor 
compression ra tio  in comparison with o ther  s tandards  designed for m oving images.
2.3.2 MPEG
In the s tra tegy  adop ted  by M P E G  [15. 19]. the  sequence of video frames is first 
pa rt i t ioned  in to  G roup  of P ic tures (G O P ) consisting of X frames. T he  first frame 
in the  group ( the  I frame o r  intra-coded frame) is coded independently. T he  I frame 
is decomposed into blocks of 8x8 pixels each th a t  are encoded w ithou t  regard to  
o ther  blocks and  are sent directly  to  the  block transform ation  process (similar to 
J P E G ) .  T h e  o th e r  X -l frames consist of a  combination of P  (prediction) and B 
(b i-d irectional) frames th a t  are coded dependently  on the  I frame. P-fram es are 
frames encoded  using m otion com pensated  prediction from a past I-frame or P- 
frame. A pred ic tion  error is calculated  between a block in the  current frame and the 
past reference I or P  frame. B-frames are frames encoded using m otion  com pensated
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predictions from past a n d /o r  fu tu re  reference frames. A pred ic tion  erro r  is calculated  
between a block in the  current p ic tu re  and  th e  past as well as fu tu re  reference 
pictures. T w o  m otion vectors are  calculated . T he  first de te rm ines  the  value and 
d irec tion  of the  forward predic tion  (prediction ca lcu la ted  w ith  a fu tu re  frame as 
the  reference). T he  second de te rm ines  the  value and  d irec tion  of th e  backward 
p redic tion  (prediction calculated  w ith  a  past fram e as the  reference).
Scalability
Scalability  was added to  the  M P E G  s ta n d a rd  in its second version MPEG-11 loi. 
T he  scalability  tools specified by M P E G -II  are  designed to  su p p o r t  applications 
beyond th a t  supported  by single layer video. In a scalable video cod ing  it is assum ed 
th a t ,  given an encoded bit s tream , decoders of various com plexities  can decode and 
display ap p ro p r ia te  reproductions  of coded video. T h e  basic scalab ility  tools offered 
are: d a ta  pa rt i t ion ing . SXR scalability, spatia l  scalability  and tem pora l  scalability.
Spa tia l  scalability involves genera ting  two spa tia l  resolution video layers from 
a single video source such th a t  the  lower layer is coded by itself to  provide the basic 
spa tia l  resolution and  the  enhancem ent layer employs the  spa tia l ly  in te rpo la ted  lower 
layer and  carries the  full spatia l  resolution of the  input video source.
SX R  scalability  involves th e  generation of two video layers of the  sam e spa tia l  
resolution but different video qualities  from a single video source. T he  lower layer 
is coded by itself to  provide the  basic video qua li ty  an d  the  enhancem ent layer is 
coded to  enhance  the  lower layer. T h e  enhancem ent layer, when added  back to  the  
lower layer, regenerates a higher qua li ty  rep roduction  of the  input video.
T em poral scalability involves the  generation of two video layers whereas the  
lower one is encoded by itself to  provide the  basic tem p o ra l  ra te  and  the  enhancem ent 
layer is coded with tem poral  pred ic tion  with respect to  th e  lower layer. These layers, 
when decoded  and tem porally  m ultip lexed , yield full tem pora l  resolution of the  video 
source.
D a ta  pa rt i t ion ing  scalability  involves the  p a r t i t io n in g  of th e  video coded bit
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s tream  into  two parts .  O ne  p a r t  will carry the m ore critical p a r ts  of th e  bit s tream  
such as headers, m otion  vectors and D C  coefficients. T h e  o th e r  p a r t  will carry  less 
critical d a t a  such as th e  higher D C T  coefficients.
Merits and Drawbacks
D ue to  th e  forward and  backward tem poral  compression used by M P E G , a b e t te r  
com pression an d  b e t te r  quality  can be produced. As M P E G  does not lim it the  
p icture  resolution, h igh-resolution d a ta  can still be com pressed using M P E G . T he  
out-of-order processing which occurs in both  encoding and  decoding  side (due to 
the  B-fram es) can in troduce  considerable latencies. T h is  is undesirable  in video 
telephony and  video conferencing.
Also, scalability  is an  added  feature  to the original encoding  technique, which 
requires e x tra  processing t im e to  achieve it. Moreover. M P E G  is very sensitive to 
error.
Prices for ha rdw are  M P E G  encoders are quite  high at the  m om ent though  
this should  change in the  near  fu ture . Software im p lem en ta tion  of M P E G -I  decoders 
and encoders are a lready  available, though not widely used for video conferencing 
applications.
2.3.3 H.261 and H.263
H.261 is video coding  s ta n d a rd  published by the ITU ( In te rna tiona l  Telecom Union) 
in 1990 [14], It was designed for d a ta  rates which are m ultip les of 6 4 K b it /s .  and  is 
som etim es called p x 6 4 K b i t /s  (p is in the  range 1-30). T hese  d a ta  ra tes  suit ISDN 
lines, for which this video coder was designed. H.261 su p p o rts  two resolutions. Q C IF  
(Q u a r te r  C om m on In terchange form at) and  C1F (C om m on In terchange form at).
T h e  H.261 s ta n d a rd  uses two different m ethods of coding: in tra -fram e and  
in ter-fram e. In th e  case of in tra-fram e coding, no advan tage  is taken from the  
redundancy  between frames. This  corresponds to th e  I-fram e coding of M P E G .
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For in ter-fram e coding, in fo rm ation  from previous or subsequent fram es is used: 
this corresponds to  the  P -fram e  encoding of M P E G . T h e  H.261 s ta n d a rd  does not 
provide any cri te r ia  for choosing which m ethod  of coding  to  use. T h e  decision must 
be m ade du r in g  the  coding process, depending  on the  specific im p lem en ta t ion .
Similar to  J P E G ,  for in tra -fram e encoding, each block of 8x8 pixels is t ra n s ­
formed into 64 coefficients using D C T . T he  quan tiza tion  of DC-coefficients differs 
from the  quan tiza t ion  of AC-coefficients. The next s tep  is to  apply  en tropy  encoding 
to the DC and  AC p a ram ete rs  resu lting  in a  variable length encoded word. In te r­
frame coding is based on a  pred ic tion  for each m acro block of an image. T h is  is 
de term ined  by a com parison  of m acro  blocks from previous images an d  the  current 
image.
For H.261. quan tiza t ion  is a l inear function and the  s tep  size is ad jus ted  
according to  the  am oun t of d a ta  in the  transfo rm ation  buffer. T h is  m echanism  
enforces a constan t d a ta  ra te  a t  the  o u tpu t  of the coder. Therefore, th e  quality  of 
the  encoded video d a ta  depends  on the contents of individual images, as well as on 
the  m otion w ith in  the respective video scene.
H.2G1 is an es tab lished  s ta n d a rd  strongly su p p o rte d  by the  te lecom m uni­
cation opera to rs . Due to the  very restric ted  resolution in the  Q C IF  form at and 
reduced fram e rates, th e  im p lem en ta t ion  of H.261 coders and  decoders is possible 
with few. if any. technical problem s.
H.261 is m ostly used in applications with the  d ialog m ode in a networked 
environm ent: video te lephony  and  conferencing. T he  resu lting  continuous bit ra te  
is su itable  for today 's  wide a rea  networks opera ting  with ISDX and  leased lines.
H.263 was designed for low b i t- ra te  com m unication , early  d ra f ts  specified 
d a ta  rates less than  64 K b i ts / s ,  however this l im ita tion  has now been removed. It 
is expected th a t  the  s ta n d a rd  will be used for a wide range of bit ra tes , no t just 
low b i t- ra te  applications. It is expected th a t  H.263 will replace H.261 in m any 
applications.
T he  coding a lgo r i thm  of H.263 is s im ilar to th a t  used by H.261. however with
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some im provem ents  and  changes to improve perform ance and error  recovery. There  
are several differences between the  H.261 and  H.263 coding algorithm s: Half pixel 
precision is used for m otion  com pensation whereas H.261 used full pixel precision 
and  a  loop filter. T h e  encoder can also be configured for a lower d a ta  ra te  or 
b e t te r  e rror  recovery. T here  are  now four options included to  improve performance: 
U nres tr ic ted  M otion Vectors. Syntax-based a r i thm etic  coding, advance prediction, 
and  forward and  backward frame prediction sim ilar to  M P E G  called P -B  frames.
Merits and Drawbacks
T he  m ain  advan tage  of H.261 and H.263 is their  constan t d a ta  ra te  ou tp u t,  which 
simplifies the ir  hardw are  im plem entation. In order to  achieve the constant d a ta  
rate , the  quality  of the  frames is changed, and as a consequence the encoding of 
image sequences with different motion param eters  will not be efficient. Also, the 
resolution is fixed, not specified by the user.
2.3.4 CellB
CellB image compression was introduced by Sun Microsystems and  is supported  by 
its new Sun Video card. CellB is based on the techniques of block trunca tion  and 
vector quan tiza tion .
CellB uses two fixed codebooks. It takes YU V images as input, the width 
and  height of which m ust be divisible by 4. T he  video is broken into cells of 16 
pixels each, arranged  in 4x4 groups. A 16-bit mask and  two intensities or colors 
represent the  16 pixels in a cell. These values specify which in tensity  to place at 
each of the  pixel positions. T he  mask and intensities can be chosen to m ain ta in  
certa in  s ta t is t ic s  of the  cell, or they  can be chosen to reduce contouring  in a m anner 
s im ila r  to ordered dither. This m ethod  is called Block Truncation  Coding. It takes 
advan tage  of the  prim itives already implemented in graphics accelerators to provide 
efficient video decoding.
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Merits and Drawbacks
CellB is custom -designed for Sun M icrosystems, and makes use of its g raph ics  h a rd ­
ware, and  therefore provides a good quality  ou tpu t.  However, it is ne ithe r  scalable 
nor robust and  it has certa in  predefined resolutions only.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we described the  basic concepts behind our new image and  video 
encoding techniques. F irs t ,  we described the  na tu re  of com m unica tion  app lica tions, 
and  their  requirem ents. T hen , we presented the definition of scalability  an d  ro b u s t­
ness. two m ajo r  requirem ents  of in teractive m ultim edia  applications. Moreover, we 
explained the  q u a d tre e  represen ta tion  and vector quan tiza t ion  m ethods, which will 
be used in our  encoding  techniques.
Then , we gave a brief  survey of the  different image and  video encod ing  tech­
niques. There  is basically, th ree  different classes of encoding  techniques, spatia l-  
based. waveform (frequency-based) and m odel-based encoding  techniques.
Finally, we i l lu s tra ted  some of the  common com m ercial techniques th a t  has 
been developed and  is currently  in use. We will la te r  use these techn iques  for 
comparison with our  work.
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CHAPTER III
A NEW QUADTREE-BASED IMAGE 
ENCODING TECHNIQUE (QIET)
In this chap ter,  we present our new image encoding  technique (Q IE T ) an d  show 
its perform ance in com parison  with s im ilar  encoding  techniques. O ur  new encoding  
technique. Q IE T . is composed basically of th ree  steps, first we use m ean removal 
to  prepare  the  image for compression. Next, we convert the  image into a quad tree .  
Finally, we com press it using the  vector quan tiza t ion  m ethod.
We perform  a set of experim ents  to  test its perform ance against o th e r  tech­
niques in the  l i te ra tu re .  We com pare  its compression results, scalability  feature 
and robustness against o th e r  techniques. O u r  technique had reasonable results  in 
compression, an d  superio r  results in b o th  scalability  and  robustness.
3.1 Functional description of QIET
O ur new encod ing  technique [33. 36] can be sum m arized  as follows: F irs t  we apply  
the m ean removal technique to  the  image to  o b ta in  a sm oo ther  image to  be encoded. 
T he  mean im age is encoded separa te ly  and  used as a  basis for recons truc ting  the 
full image. T h en ,  for each block of the  m ean-rem oved image we ob ta in  th e  quad tree  
s truc tu re .  Finally , the  colors of th e  nodes them selves are encoded using vector 
quan tiza t ion . Decoding an image is th e  reverse of the  encoding process: first we 
decode the  vector quan tized  quad tree  d a ta  using the  codebooks, then  we convert






































Fig. 3.1. Block d iag ram  of the  new encoding technique.
the  quad tree  s t ru c tu re  in to  array  s truc tu re .  F inally  we add  up  the  m eans image to 
ob ta in  the  reconstruc ted  image. T he  vector quan tiza tion  codebooks are bu ilt  off-line 
using a set of t ra in in g  images. F igure  3.1 shows a block d iag ram  of th e  encoding  
and  decoding techniques. In the  following sections, we explain  each of these  steps 
in detail.
3.1.1 Mean Removal
Mean removal is the  first s tep  of ou r  image encoding technique. It is used for 
more efficient use of vector quan tiza t ion  [31]. T he  reason is t h a t  while genera ting  a








Fig. 3.2. Division of an image into square  blocks.
codebook from an image, different am oun ts  of background illum ination would result 
in vastly different codebooks. This  effect is reduced by removing the  m eans before 
quan tiz ing  the  image.
We first calculate the  m eans of each (nxn) block, and then  sub trac t  the 
value of the  mean from each pixel in th a t  block. T he  mean and the  m ean-rem oved 
(difference) images are then encoded separately. The main issue here  is how to 
choose th e  block size (nxn) relative to the  image size (MxX). F igure  3.2 shows how 
an image of dimensions(M xX) is divided into an array  of squares of d im ension (nxn).
If the  block size is relatively small, then  the  compression will not be efficient, 
as the  m ean  image size will be too  large, and  the  block identifier will need m ore bits 
and  the  resu lting  quad tree  will be too  shallow to provide useful scalability.
On the  o ther  hand, if the  block size is relatively large com pared  to  the  image 
size, then  a larger quadtree  will be  needed, and consequently m ore errors will be 
unrecoverable.
In most techniques, the block size is fixed (for example 8x8) for all images.
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W e believe th a t ,  for best results, th e  block size (nxn) should be dependen t on the  
im age size (M xN). so large images could have large blocks and  small images should 
have sm aller  blocks. T he  m in im um  a n d  m axim um  block sizes are  calcu la ted  by the  
following equations:
r>ui.v = ‘2
log2{ n u AX ) =  \log2( M a x ( M .  X )}]
We choose th e  block size n to  be a  comprom ise between the  two values, so 
t h a t  the  log of the  block size is equal to  ha lf  of the  log of the  m ax im um  block size. 
W e use this equation  to  calcu late  n:
l og2 ( n ) =
Iog2( M n x ( M .  X ) )
So for a (512x400) image, th e  m inim um  block size is (2x2). the  m axim um  
block size is (512x512) which is ju s t  one block. By using the  above equation , we 
choose the  block size to be 32x32.
Since the  image dimensions. M and N. do not have to  be factors of 2. we 
com plete  the  border  blocks with all white  pixels. To i l lus tra te , a (512x400) will be 
divided into an array  of (32x32) square  blocks, a rranged  in 16 colum ns and  13 rows. 
T h e  last row of blocks will conta in  16 rows of all white  pixels. Therefore, we are  
ac tua lly  encoding an image of size (512x416) pixels.
Since the  m ean image is typ ica lly  small, we do not quan tize  it. T he  overhead 
of sending the  uncom pressed im age is very small. For exam ple, for a 512x400 image 
whose block size will be  32x32 accord ing  to  the  previous equa tion , th e  m ean image 
size is 16x13 which needs 1664 b its  to  encode (uncom pressed). N atura lly , an im age 
of th a t  size does not need compression.
F igure  3.3 shows a (512x512) image toge the r  with its difference image. T he  
m ean image is a small (16x16) im age array, and  the  difference image is the sam e
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Fig. 3.3. T he  L ena  im age and  its difference image.
size as the  original image (512x512). T he  advan tage  of mean removal is also dem on­
s tra te d  in figure 3.4. We have an 8-bit gray scale image, and the  pixel gray scale 
color was d is t r ib u te d  am ong  th e  256 different values, as shown in the  graph of 
figure 3.4(a). A fter mean removal, the  d is tr ibu t ion  becomes g rea tly  localized in 
the  middle region, a l though  the  values have twice the initial size, as shown in fig­
ure 3.4(b). This  locality  will help in ob ta in ing  a b e t te r  compression when we apply 
vector q uan tiza t ion  to  the  da ta .
3.1.2 The Quadtree Construction Algorithm
In th is  section we explain how the  quad tree  s truc tu re  is built from th e  difference 
image. T he  a lgo r i thm  is a modification of the  a lgorithm  used in [30]. T h e  a lgorithm  
generates b o th  th e  b inary  quad tree  s tru c tu re  an d  the  node represen ta tions .
The  q u a d tre e  a lgo r ithm  exam ines each pixel in the difference image array 
only once in a  m a n n e r  analogous to  a pos to rder  tree  traversal. T h e  m ain  procedure 
in figure 3.5 is te rm e d  BU ILD  and  is invoked with  two param ete rs ,  th e  value of the












(b) After m ean removal 
Fig. 3.4. Effect of m ean removal on pixel color d is tr ibu t ion  of the  Lena image.
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p r o c e d u r e  BUILD (IMAGE. LEVEL)
/'* construct a quadtree encoding for the 2LEX ELx2LEX EL image in pixel 
array IMAGE. The origin is assumed to be the SE-most pixel of the image */ 
b e g in
Remove the means from the image and encode separately, 
preload global integer array XF['NWVNE’.’SW ’.’SE’ with 1.0.1.0 : 
preload global integer array YF['NW '.'NE‘.‘SW '.'SE‘ with 1.1.0.0 : 
preload global character array CD[0.1.2.3 with '0 ' .T '.’2'.'3' : 
set CODE =  NULL string :
result =  CONSTRUCT(LEVEL.2i-£V £L. 2LEVEL. CODE): 
return: 
en d
Fig. 3.5. Encoding A lgorithm .
log of the  image length (LEV E L for a  2LE'' ELx 2 LE'i El  image) and  the name of the  
image array. For example, if our  block size is 32. then  L E V E L  =  5. This  a lgorithm  
init ializes the  global d a ta  and  initiates the construction of the  quad tree .  If an image 
is all of one color, it c rea tes  the  appropria te  one-node tree.
We have four global values, integer array X F and Y F th a t  provide inform a­
tion a bou t  the  current location of the quadran t in processing. T he  default is SE 
(0.0). To move up to X E. we add 1 to the Y F  com ponent to  be (0.1). To move left 
to  SW . we add 1 to XF com ponent to be (1.0). To move to  X W . we add 1 to  XF 
and  1 to  Y F  to be (1.1). T he  array  CD is used to hold the  sym bols for the  four 
quad ran ts .  For clarity, we use the  num ber 0 to  3. CO D E is th e  variable  to  hold the  
locational code in use. For example, if C O D E =  "21". we are in th e  XE quadran t of 
the  SW  quad ran t  of the  m ain  block. It also denotes the  size of the  current quadran t.  
If  the  block size is 32x32. the  quad ran t  with a  C O D E  of length  2 is of size (8x8).
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T h e  actual construc tion  of th e  tree  is perform ed by procedure  C O N S T R U C T , 
shown in figure 3.6. T he  p rocedure  s ta r ts  by recursively calling itself four t im es to 
get th e  average color of the  cu rren t  four quad ran ts .  If we are  a t the  lowest level, a 
leaf, we ju s t  re tu rn  its color.
N ext, we calculate th e  average of the  four values and  get the  m ax im um  abso­
lu te  dev ia tion  from it. called D E Y . For example, if the  four colors are (13.3.19.29). 
the  average is 16. and D E Y  is 13. Then  we make the  decision of w he ther  to  keep it 
as a gray node, or reduce it to  a leaf node. If  all four sons are  leaf nodes, and  the 
D E Y  is less th an  a cut-off th resho ld  value, (typically 20-40). then  we consider th a t  
node as a leaf with color equal to  the  average of its sons. Th is  th reshold  is used to 
control th e  encoding scalability, because as we increase the  threshold , m ore nodes 
are converted  to leaf nodes. T he  threshold  is a p a ra m e te r  of the  system , and  its 
value affects the  perform ance of the  encoding technique. T h e  th reshold  used is vari­
able and  depends on the  level o f  the  node. Typically, nodes at high levels contains 
more d a ta  than  those a t lower levels, so we give them  a h igher th reshold  [44].
If we decide to  keep the  node as a  gray node, then  we compress it and  send 
it out to  the  underlying com m unica t ion  protocol to  send it to  the  receivers. We 
compress the  four color field collectively as a vector using our vector quan tiza t ion  
codebooks. The d a ta  th a t  is t ra n s m it te d  is the  codebook index, q uad tree  s truc tu re ,  
and the  locational code for th a t  block.
Since our a lgorithm  is based on the  basic quad tree-bu ild ing  a lgo r ithm  [30i. it 
has a low complexity. T he  execution t im e  of this a lgo rithm  is p ropo rt iona l  to  four- 
th irds  the  num ber of pixels in the  image since it is the  n u m b er  of t im es  procedure  
C O N S T R U C T  is invoked (and  equal to  the  num ber  of nodes in a com plete  quad tree  
for a 2 i £ '  e l x 2 l e '‘ el  image). T h e  a lgorithm  is recursive and  the m ax im um  dep th  
of recursion is equal to  the  log of th e  image size (for exam ple. 5 for a 32x32 block).
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in teger procedure CONSTRUCT (LEVEL. X. Y. CODE):
/* Generate the code corresponding to the 2LE% EL x 2LE% EL
portion of the pixel array IMAGE whose SE-most pixel is IMAGE[X.Y */
begin
integer array RES[4' : integer AVERAGE. DEV: 
if  (LEVEL = =  0)
then  return ( T M A G E [ X . Y )  / *  At a pixpl */ 
else  
begin
LEVEL =  LEVEL - 1: DEV =2LEVEL : 
for i =  0 to 3 do
RES[f =  CONSTRUCT(LEVEL.X-XF[f *D.Y-YF[f *D.CODE-rCD[i ): 
AVERAGE =  average(RES[0\RES[l".RES[2 ,RES[3 ):
DEV =  Maximum absolute deviation from the average : 





Search the codebook to find the nearest match to the 
colors of the four color fields.
Create a structure for the current node which includes 
the Codebook index and the locational code.
Store the types of the four sons in the quadtree 





Fig. 3.6. Q u a d tre e  construction  a lgorithm .
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3.1.3 Image Representation
T he  next s tep  after  m ean removal is to  convert the  difference image into a quadtree . 
We developed a new q u a d tre e  represen ta tion  th a t  makes it part icu la r ly  su itab le  for 
compression using vector quan tiza t ion . In previous work, we defined the  "Gray 
Code" image represen ta tion  m eth o d  [391. A brief descrip tion of th is  representation  
follows.
The G ray-C ode  m ethod  stores the  quad tree  as a  g roup of several lists, each 
list representing  one level of the  quad tree . In each list, we store d a ta  for the  non­
term ina l (Gray) nodes only, and  hence the  nam e gray-code . Each node is repre­
sented by five fields. For each node, we store its locational code [49]. and  four fields 
con ta in ing  the  average color of each of its four sons. T he  locational code specifies 
bo th  the  size and  the  exact location of the  quad ran t  in the  image.
O ur new q u ad tree  representa tion  is based on the  G ray-C ode  with some m od­
ifications to ob ta in  b e t te r  compression ratios. Since we used mean removal of (nxn; 
blocks, the  resulting  forest of quad trees  will each be log-,{ri) levels deep. Each 
quad tree  represents an a rea  of size (nxn) of the  image. Each tree  is represented by 
its locational code and  a  series of bits tha t  shows its q u ad tree  s tru c tu re .  Since all 
trees represent the  sam e sub-im age size, the locational code does not indicate the 
image size, it only represents the location. Since the  blocks are in array  form at, 
the  locational code is s im ply the  concatenation  of its a rray  indices, as shown in 
figure 3.7.
T he  bits  needed to  encode the  locational code are dependen t on the  image 
size. For a  (MxN) image divided in to  (nxn) blocks we need (XxY) blocks where




Y =  -
n
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00 01 02 03 10
00 00 00 00 01 00 02 00 03
01 02 01 0301 0001
02 00 02 02 02 0302
03 03 01 03 02 03 0303 00
10
Fig. 3.7. T h e  Locational code for our a rray  of quadtrees.





3 1000 0011 0011
2 1000 1110 0010 1001 0101
1 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0100 0000 0000
0 OOUU
Fig. 3.8. Q u a d tre e  s tru c tu re  for a  sam ple  block of the  Lena image.
Therefore  the  num ber  of bits needed to  encode the  loca tional code is:
•VLoc.Codt =  \ l o g - A X ) \  -  \ l o g ? ( Y ) ] b i t s
Next. We send the s tru c tu re  of each quad tree  in tu rn .  We indica te  t e rm in a ­
tion by a leaf with  a '0 ‘ and b ranch ing  into child nodes w ith  a "T. For exam ple  the 
q u ad tree  of figure 2.3 is represented by 1 0111 0000 0100 0010 0000 0000. Since the 
lowest level consists of all leaves we do not need to  represent it. F igure  3.8 shows 
the  q u ad tree  s truc tu re s  for a single 32x32 blocks of th e  Lena image.
From  the  figure, it is easy to  deduce w hat nodes will be  sent for t h a t  q uad t  ree. 
Level o is always 0 (block is all of the  same color) or 1 (Q u ad tree  s tru c tu re  following). 
For each o th e r  level, each elem ent represent th e  s t ru c tu re  of a node th a t  will be 
received. T h e  position of the  node  depends on its o rder  an d  inform ation from the  
h igher  level. For exam ple in figure 3.8. when we receive the  first i tem  in level 3 
(1000). then  we know the blocks exact location: th e  X W  quadran t of th e  block 
(from its order) , its size 8x8 pixels, and  th a t  it has one non-term inal son and  th ree  
leaf sons. So we expect in the  next lower level to  receive th e  s truc tu re  of th a t  single 
non - te rm ina l  son.
Clearly, the  quad tree  s tru c tu re  is of very high im portance , since w ithou t  
it we canno t  pu t  an incom ing node in its correct location. The s tru c tu re  can be
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com m un ica ted  separately , using reliable com m unication , or it can be  included with 
th e  node in form ation , which is much less reliable and  can cause errors  in any level 
to  p ro p ag a te  to  the  next level. Therefore, we choose to  send the q u ad trees  s tru c tu re  
first separately , before sending  the  rest of the  inform ation.
3.1.4 Vector Quantization
Vector Q u a n t iz a t io n  is used to  ob ta in  an  efficient bit a llocation schem e for the  color 
d a ta  s tored in each node. We want to  m inimize the  d istortion  of quan tiz ing  the 
nodes a t each level. We app ly  vector quan tization  to  each level of the  quad trees  
separately , since the  con tr ibu tion  o f  each node to  the  image area  is p ropo rt iona l  to 
the  size of the  node, which is de te rm ined  through  its level. Therefore, m ore accuracy 
is needed for nodes at h igher levels com pared  to  nodes at lower levels.
Each qu ad tree  node is represented by the locational code of the  quad tree , 
the  q u a d tre e  s t ru c tu re  for th a t  block, and  the colors of its four sons. T h e  locational 
code an d  the  q u a d tre e  s tru c tu re  were explained in the  previous section. T he  colors 
of the  four sons represent the  average colors of the  four q u a d ra n ts  of this node. 
Since this pa rt  represents the  largest pa rt  of the  da ta ,  we com press it using vector 
quan tiza t ion .
T he  four color fields would require 9 bits each to encode losslessly. Th is  is 
because each color is ac tua lly  the  difference between the real color of the  a rea  and 
th e  m ean im age so its range is from (-256) to  (+255). however th e re  is a high level 
of locality  in th e  pixel d is tr ib u t io n  of any image, as shown by figure 3.4(b). Most 
pixel colors a re  ac tua lly  close to  the  m ean color. Therefore we can quan tize  the  
colors to  use less b its  w ith  a low level of d istortion , one pixel a t  a  t im e  (called scalar 
qu an tiza t io n ) .  We c a n y  th is  idea one point fu rther  by using vec to r  quan tiza t ion  to  
quan tize  all four color fields together, so instead of using 36 b its  to  encode them , 
we m ake use of th e  spa tia l  locality between them  and  use less b its  to  encode them . 
T h e  n u m b er  of b its  chosen is a  p a ra m e te r  of the  system. T he  sm aller  th e  num ber
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of bits  chosen, the  m ore compression we achieve, bu t  a t  a cost of less quality.
Vector quan tiza tion  is based upon the  use of a codebook. Since all levels of 
th e  q u ad tree  are  not of the  sam e im portance , we use a different codebook, with a 
different size, for each layer. T he  codebook size reflects the  level of de ta il  of a  layer, 
the  h igher a  layer, the  larger its codebook becomes. W e use a  codebook of size 16 
items for th e  lowest layer (4-bit index) and  double  the  size for each h igher layer. 
This  h ierarchy of codebooks also saves decoding tim e, because na tu ra lly  there  are 
more nodes in lower layers, which need to  be decoded faster.
T h e  codebooks are generated  off-line as follows. We use a set of tra in ing  
images, shown in figure 3.9. We build the  quad trees  of the  difference images of each 
picture. T h en  we build the  codebook for layer 1 using all nodes in all quadtree?, 
in layer 1. then  layer 2 and so on. T he  same technique is used for all layers, the 
only difference is in the  codebook size. We use the  modified LB G  algo r ithm  '32; for 
codebook design, which is basically a c lustering algorithm : given a set of M input 
4-dim ensional vectors, we find the  m centroids th a t  result in the  smallest possible 
m ean square  error.
Having  built  the codebooks, we reference th em  in bo th  the encoding  and the 
decoding process. At the  encoder, we replace the  four color fields by the  index to  the  
nearest m atch  in the  codebook of the  corresponding level. T h e  d istance  c r i te r ia  we 
use are  the  m in im um  mean square error. In case of equality  of distance, we simply 
choose th e  first m atch  found. To speed up the search for a best m atch , we can make 
it s top  when it finds a m atch  w ith  a  m ean square  error less th a n  a  certa in  small 
threshold .
At th e  decoder, we replace the  index by th e  m atch ing  vector from the  code­
book to  ob ta in  an  approx im ation  of the  original four colors. T h e  num ber  of bits used 
to encode each node is dependen t on the  image size ( th rough  the  locational code 
field size, which is constan t for a  single image) and  the  level of the  node ( through 
th e  codebook  index).
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Fig. 3.9. Im ages used in t ra in in g  the  Codebooks.
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3.1.5 Decoding Algorithm
T he  decod ing  a lgorithm  is the  reverse of th e  encoding  a lgorithm . However, it is much 
m ore time-efficient. T he  decoding  steps are:
•  S ta r t  by generating  our basic image by en larging the m ean image to  th e  ac tua l  
image size. For example, if our block size is (32x32). then  each pixel in the  
m ean image would be enlarged to  rover a square  (32x32) area. F igu re  3.1 l (b !  
shows th e  base image of Lena a fte r  displaying the m ean image only.
•  Perforin  reverse vector quan tiza t ion  to  ob ta in  back th e  q u a d tre e  node color 
d a ta .  T he  receiver has the  sam e codebooks as the sender, and  uses them  to 
find th e  d a ta  vectors from the  codebook indices. This is a d irect lookup in the 
codebooks, not a search like in the  encoding  process.
•  Given the  quad tree  node color d a ta ,  and  the  quad tree  s tru c tu re ,  re-build  the 
q u ad tree  s truc tu re . Only as m any levels as the  receiver can process should  be 
decoded. Since the  levels are  processed in a decreasing order, we can build the 
quad trees  of each block as we process the  nodes. Each level gives in form ation  
abou t  the  following level's d a ta  s truc tu re .
F igure  3.10 shows how the  q u a d tre e  s tru c tu re  is formed for o u r  sam ple  block 
of the  LENA image. F igure  3.10(a) shows the s tru c tu re  a f te r  receiving the  
level 5 quad tree  s truc tu re .  I t  is a single nonterm inal node, so we expect one 
node to arrive in the  next level (num ber  of nodes in following level =  num b er  of 
Is  in this level's quad tree  s tru c tu re ) .  F igu re  3.10(b) shows th e  q u a d tre e  after  
receiving level 4 (1011). now we expect 3 nodes in the  next level. And so on. 
until we reach a level with all 0s m ean ing  th a t  there a re  no m ore  non-te rm ina l  
nodes to come.
•  As th e  quad tree  is being decoded, we plot the  d a ta  ob ta ined  d irec tly  on the  
basic image to enhance  it. in a  layer by layer approach. F igu re  3.11 shows
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(a) After Receiving Level 5 data
level 5 : 1 
level 4 : 101
(b) After Receiving levels 5 and 4
level 5 : 1
level 4 :  1011
level 3 :  1000 0011 0011
(c) After receiving levels 3.4. and 5
Fig. 3.10. Progressively build ing  the  quad tree  s tru c tu re  of a sam ple  block of LENA
the  progressive build ing  of the  reconstructed LEN A image. This  a lgorithm  is 
explained in detail in th e  following subsection.
Quadtree Destruction Algorithm
T h e  decoding  a lgorithm  is s im pler  th a n  the encoding a lgo r ithm . I t  is shown in 
figure 3.12. T h e  input to  th e  decoder is the  following: the  codebook for each layer, 
the  m eans image, the  q u a d tre e  s truc tu re ,  and the  node color in fo rm ation  for each 
level. T he  codebooks are fixed and  are used for all images, so they  do  not need to 
be t ra n s m it te d  from th e  sender  with each image.
We first load the  m ean  image array  and  the  quad tree  s tru c tu re  and  then  
process each level in tu rn  s ta r t in g  from the  highest level. We do no t have to process
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(a) Original Lena image. (b) Mean image only.
(c) Mean +  Enh. level 1. (d) M ean +  Enh. 1 and  2.
(c) M ean +  Enh. 1.2, and  3. (d) F ina l  result (P S X R = 3 0 .1 d B ) .
Fig. 3.11. Progressively bu ild ing  the LENA image, layer by layer.




Load required codebooks: 
set Q T R EE pointer =  null:
Display Means image, enlarged to the real image size.
For each required level d o  
begin
Read node data. INDEX.
Get the 4 quadrants color using the INDEX and the codebooks.
Get the Actual location of the four quadrants from the Q TREE pointer: 
Add the mean value of this block to all four colors to get 
the actual quadrant color.
Plot the quadrants in their positions.
Move the Q T R EE pointer to the next expected node to arrive, 
end
Fig. 3.12. Decoding a lgorithm .
all levels, only as much as th e  receiver requires. We process the  d a ta  in each level as 
it arrives. We already know the size it represents (from the  level num ber)  and what 
p a rt  of the  quad tree  it is (from the  high-priority  qu ad tree  s tru c tu re  d a ta  received). 
We decompress the  d a ta  using the codebooks, an d  then plot the  color areas over the  
m eans image.
T he  execution tim e o f this algorithm  is p roportiona l  to  one-th irds  the  num ber 
of pixels in the  image since it is the  num ber of node d a ta  received (and  equal to  the  
num ber  of gray nodes in a  complete quad tree  for a  '2LEX EL\ 2 LEX EL image).
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3.2 Analysis and Results
In th is  section, we show th e  results of our new encoding  technique and  com pare  
it to  o th e r  a lgo r ithm s based on Quadtrees [40], and o th e r  well-known a lgo r ithm s. 
W e com pare  th em  accord ing  to  the ir  ability to  compress an  image, scalability, and  
robustness.
3.2.1 Distortion Measure
Before p resen ting  our experim enta l  results, let us define th e  d is to r tion  m easure. 
Different researchers have used different m easures, the  m ean square  error  (mse). the  
signal to  noise ra t io  (SN R ), or the  peak signal to  noise ra t io  (P S X R ).  For com parison  
pu rpose  to  o th e r  reported  work, we use the m easure  peak signal-to-noise  ra t io  defined 
as follows: let x(i.j) b e  a  pixel a t  the  i.j coord inates of the  source image and  let y ( i . j ; 
be a pixel a t the  i.j coo rd ina tes  of the reconstructed  image. T h e  image size is MxN 
and uses 8 b i ts /p ixe l .
05G_> )
p s x r  =  io  log 4 y  y ,— =— — - } d B
We get the  square  e rro r  by sub trac ting  the  value of the  pixel at the  original 
and  reconstruc ted  image, and  then  squaring it. Since we are  using 8 b its /p ixe l  
images, ou r  pixel value can range from 0 to 255. so our peak signal value is 25G. T he  
P S X R  reflects the  qua li ty  of th e  encoded image, the  h igher  the  PSX R . the  b e t te r  
th e  qua li ty  of the  encod ing  technique. A typical value for P S X R  is between 20 and 
40 dB.
3.2.2 Image Complexity
T he  presented  im age represen ta tion  technique was tes ted  on th ree  s ta n d a rd  8 bit 
gray-scale images used for tes t ing  encoding techniques. T h e  size of the  source pic­
tu res  are  512x512 a n d  they  are  shown in figure 3.13: Lena, a irp lane , and  peppers .
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Fig. 3.13. Test Images.












Fig. 3.14. RD  Function for the  Test Images.
In the  graph of figure 3.14. we plot the  R-D (R a te  vs. D is tortion)  functions 
for the  th ree  test images. We plot the  bits needed per pixel aga inst  the  PSX R. which 
represents the  quality, of the  resulting  image. T he  bits needed per pixel is calcu la ted  
by add ing  up the  to ta l d a ta  sent for the  image, including the  q u a d tre e  s truc tu re s  
and  the  means image, and  dividing it by the  num ber of pixels in the  image. We 
vary the  compression ra te  of our encoder by changing the  cutoff th reshold  used in 
bu ild ing  the  quadtrees.
For example, encoding the  peppers  image a t  1 b i t /p ix e l  (a 1:8 compression 
ra tio),  gave an image of quality  28.7 dB. T he  a irp lane  figure gives a higher P S X R  
for a given b i ts /p ixe l  value because it contains large areas of uniform  color.
Xext. we com pare  our technique to ano the r  s im ilar  technique in the  l i te ra ­
ture . In the  graph of figure 3.15. we plot the  R -D  function for the  LEX A  image for 
our  technique, the  simple quad tree  technique [30], and the  technique used by Shus- 
t e rm an  and  Feder [40]. From  the  chart we find th a t  our technique requires m ore























Fig. 3.1 o. R D  function of our  Technique and  S hus te rm an 's  technique, com pared  to 
a simple Q u a d tre e  s tru c tu re
bits per pixel th an  S huste rm an 's  for a certain  d is to rtion . Although the  Shus te rm an  
technique has a b e t te r  R D  ratio, our new technique provides o ther  good features, 
scalability  a n d  error resilience th a t  are shown in the  next two sections.
Next, it is in teresting to ask: w hether  the  proposed algorithm  is com petit ive  
with o th e r  compression techniques, e.g. D C T -based  techniques. To answer this 
question we com pare  our  a lgorithm 's  perform ance w ith  several popu la r  a lgo r ithm s 
described in [3]. T he  comparison results are shown in figure 3.17. we plot the  P S N R  
values for all encoding techniques of the  Lena image at bit rates 0.5. 0.67. 1.0. and 
2.0 b i ts /p ix e l .  T he  abbreviations  of the  a lgorithm  nam es are shown in figure 3.16. 
T he  com parison  results ind ica te  th a t  the new a lgorithm . Q IE T . performs relatively 
well com pared  to the  others.








P y ra m id
J P E G
Sub-band
S PY Q
O ur new quad tree  encoding technique.
T he  sim ple quad tree  technique.
S h u s te rm an 's  quad tree-based  encoding technique. 
P y ram id  encoding  with scalar  quan tiza t ion .
T he  J P E G  technique.
Sub-band encoding with sca la r  quan tiza tion .
Sub-band  encoding with  py ram id  vector quan tiza t ion .
Fig. 3.16. A bbrev ia tions  of the  different encoding techniques.
3.2.3 Scalability
T he ability  of an encoding technique to be decoded at m ultip le  levels of accuracy i.- 
very im p o r ta n t  in applications  of com pute r  com m unications . Most quadtree-based  
encode only the  leaves of the  q u ad tree  to ob ta in  a  b e t te r  compression rat it), while 
losing the  favorable scalability and  robustness fea tures  of the  q u a d tre e  s truc tu re .  To 
test the  scalability  of our new encoding  technique, we perform ed th e  following two 
experim ents.
In the  first experim ent, we encoded the  Lena image (512x512) at PSXR 
34.136 dB using Q IE T  and S hus te rm an 's  technique. Q IE T  required  1.825 b its /p ixe l,  
while S h u s te rm an 's  quad tree  required 1.343 b i ts /p ixe l .  O u r  represen ta tion  needs 
roughly 29 percent ex tra  bits. At the  decoder, we scaled down bo th  images by 
rem oving nodes from the  b o t to m  o f the  quad trees , and  plot the  behav io r  of bo th .
F igure  3.18 shows the  result  of this experim ent. A lthough th e  S h u s te rm a n ’s 
encoding  required  fewer bits  to  encode the image a t  a certain  quality , it ac tually  re­
quired  m ore b its  th an  our encod ing  when the  im age was scaled down at the  receiver. 
For exam ple, to  scale down the  qua li ty  to P S X R  27 dB. our  encod ing  required 0.245 
b i ts /p ix e l  while S h u s te rm an ’s required  0.5 b i ts /p ix e l .  We see th a t  the  new encoding
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Fig. 3.17. C om parison  of several encoding  Techniques.










Fig. 3.18. Receiver Scalability, first experiment.
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bits/pixel
Fig. 3.19. Receiver Scalability, second experiment.
technique scales down m ore gracefully. We conclude th a t  to  scale down an image to 
a lower PSX R. our encoding always requires less b i ts /p ixe l.
In the second experim en t, we encoded the Lena im age (512x512) at bit ra te  
1 b i t/p ixe l  using bo th  techniques, our encoding gave an image with P S X R  29.3 dB. 
while Shusterm an 's  q u a d tre e  gave an image with P S X R  32.55 dB. an 11 percent 
improvement. At the  decoder, we scaled down both  images by removing nodes from 
the  bo ttom  of the  quad trees , and  plot the  behavior of b o th .
Figure 3.19 shows th e  result of this experim ent. A lthough the Shus te rm an 's  
encoding gave a  h igher P S X R  at the  encoder, the  P S X R  fell sharply when scaled 
down at the decoder, com pared  to  our a lgorithm . For exam ple, to  scale down the  
bit rate  to  0.7 b i t /p ixe l ,  ou r  encoding gave a P S X R  of 26.1 dB. while S huste rm an 's  
encoding gave a P S X R  o f  24.3 dB. We conclude th a t  to  scale down an image to  a 
lower bit rate, our a lgo r i thm  gives a  b e tte r  quality.
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Fig. 3.20. Decrease in qua li ty  due  to d a ta  loss.
3.2.4 Robustness
A m a jo r  advantage  of our technique Q IE T  is its robustness an d  to lerance of error. 
Th is  is due  to a num ber of features. F irs t .  Q IE T  is robust because  it is based on the  
q u a d tre e  s truc tu re , which is by n a tu re  error-resilient. Also, we encode and  tran sm it  
bo th  th e  leaves and  the  non-te rm inal nodes, which is an added  redundancy, but en ­
hances robustness. Moreover, in Q IE T . each node in the  tree is an independent unit 
and  is t ra n sm it te d  independen t  from other  nodes, therefore  losses do not p ro p ag a te  
to  o th e r  nodes in the  sam e level with different locational codes. Fu r therm ore , the  
difference field in each node represents the  difference between th a t  quad ran t  and  the  
m ain  q u ad tree  node, not its paren t,  so any loss does not p ro p ag a te  from fa the r  to 
son node.
Figure  3.20 shows the  reaction of our  rep resen ta tion  and  the S hus te rm an  
q u ad tree  to random  error  loss across all levels of the  quad tree .  We s ta r te d  w ith  the  
Lena image encoded a t  P S X R  32.35 dB with b o th  represen ta tions , then  we random ly  
d ropped  a certain  percen tage  of da ta .  We developed a  p rogram  to read in th e  d a ta  
s tream s  and random ly  d rop  the  desired percen tage  of da ta .  T he  size of th e  block 
of d a ta  dropped  varied random ly  from 1 bit to  a sequence o f  1000 bits. D a ta  was 
random ly  dropped  from all the  different layers, base and  enhancem en t layers. We 
reconstruc ted  the  image from th e  lossy d a ta  and  calcu la ted  th e  new PSX R . As can 
be seen from the  table , ou r  representa tion  is much m ore e rro r  resilient, even at a
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large drop percentage. F igu re  3.21 shows the  resu lting  image for our  technique and 
Shusterm an 's  a t  20 percent and  40 percent d a ta  loss.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we described a new image encod ing  technique. Q IE T . based on the 
use of quadtrees  and vector quan tization . T he  a lgorithm s divide the image into 
blocks, where the  block size is dependent on th e  image size. Then, we apply a 
mean-removal a lgorithm  on each block separately. Next, we generate the  quad tree  
for each block and use vector quan tization  to com press the  quad tree  da ta .  T he  re­
sulting  encoding is b o th  highly scalable and  robust.  W e com pared  our a lgorithm  to 
o ther  algorithm s in th e  'literature with respect to  image compression, scalability and 
robustness. It perform ed well in all three  aspects . T hus , the  a lgorithm  is a t t rac t iv e  
for a variety of com m unica tion  applications over heterogeneous and unreliable n e t­
works. In the  following th ree  chapters , we describe how we extended the new image 
encoding technique to  represent video sequences.
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(a) Original image
(b) Q IE T . 207c loss (c) ShQ T . 207c loss
(d) Q IE T , 407c loss (e) ShQ T . 407c loss
Fig. 3.21. R obustness  com parison of Q IE T  and  S h u s te rm an 's  technique.
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CHAPTER IV 
A NEW QUADTREE-BASED VIDEO 
ENCODING TECHNIQUE (QVET)
In th is  chap ter ,  we explain how we extended the  quad tree-based  im age represen ta­
tion technique, described in C h a p te r  3. to  enable it to  encode video d a ta .  We use 
the  well-known IP B  technique to  achieve a differential encoding th a t  makes use of 
the  tem p o ra l  redundancy between frames. In this m ethod , the  first fram e in each 
G O P  is encoded independently, and  used as a reference frame. T h e  o ther  frames 
are encoded differentially, based upon the  first frame.
In Section 1. we describe an  overview of the  system , m ention ing  only the 
add it ions  m ade  to  the image encoding technique. Q IE T . We describe the  IPB  en­
coding m ethod  in detail. In Section 2. we com pare Q Y E T  with o ther  differential 
techniques in the  literature , and  show the  experim ental results ob ta ined . Finally. 
Section 3 concludes the chapter.
4.1 Functional description of QVET
T he  sim plest technique to upgrade  an image encoding technique to  encode video is 
to  t re a t  the  video sequence as a  set of images and encode each fram e independently  
using th e  image encoding technique. T he  advan tage  of this simple m eth o d  is in its 
ease an d  speed of encoding and  decoding, since we do not have to  consider relations 
between frames. Another advan tage  is robustness, since each fram e is encoded inde­
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pendently . e rro r  does not p ropaga te  from one frame to an o th e r .  However, its m ajo r  
weakness is th e  low compression ob ta ined  because the tem p o ra l  redundancy  between 
frames, which is pa rt icu la rly  high in slow-moving video-conferencing app lica tions, is 
completely ignored.
W e chose to  use the  differential approach to  ex tend  ou r  im age encoding  
technique to  video d a ta  in order to  ob ta in  a reasonable com pression result. For ro­
bustness. we depend m ainly  on the  n a tu re  of quadtrees. O u r  techn ique  is as follows. 
First , the  sequence of frames is divided in to  blocks of K consecutive fram es, called 
group of p ic tures  (G O P ). T h e  num ber  of frames in the  group. K. is an  im portan t  
pa ra m e te r  and  directly  affects the  perform ance of the  system . A large K would typ ­
ically result in b e t te r  compression perform ance due to  the  large am o u n t  of tem pora l  
redundancy  reduced, bu t at the  cost of less robustness. A sm all K would result in 
be t te r  robustness, but less efficient compression. A typical value of I \  is between 6 
and 3 frames. T he  first fram e is chosen from the G O P  as a reference fram e and all 
o ther  fram es are  encoded based on the  reference frame. T h e  first fram e is encoded 
independen tly  (I-frame). T he  o ther  fram es are divided into a  com bina tion  of P (pre­
diction) an d  B (bi-directional) frames. F igure  4.1 shows th e  dependency  between 
the frames.
T his  technique is used in most differential video encod ing  technique. T he  
idea is explained in chap te r  2. section 2.3.2. The choice of th e  sequence of P  and 
B frames affects the  perform ance of th e  system. Increasing th e  num b er  of P  frames 
enhances th e  encoding speed an d  robustness  of the system. Increasing  th e  num ber  of 
B frames enhances the compression results  of the  system  a t  a  cost of longer encoding 
and decod ing  time. A reasonable  ba lance  must be m ade in o rder  to  ob ta in  good 
results, d e p end ing  on th e  ty p e  of app lica tion  used.
F igures  4.2 and  4.4 show a  block diagram  of th e  encod ing  an d  decoding  
techniques for all frames. We now explain  each of these s teps  in general and  not in 
detail,  because  they  are s im ilar to  our  new Q IE T  technique, described in deta il  in 
C h a p te r  3.
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Fig. 4.1. T h e  IP B  differential approach  to video encoding.


























































Fig. 4.2. E ncod ing  steps for the  different fram e types.






Fig. 4.3. A sample frame and  its differential image, relative to  the  1 frame.
For encoding 1 frames, we s ta r t  by applying the  m ean  removal technique [31! 
to  the  fram e to obtain  a  sm o o th e r  fram e to be encoded, an  example is shown in 
figure 4.3. Then, for each block of the  m ean-removed fram e we obtain  the q u a d tre e  
s tru c tu re .  Finally, the  colors of the  nodes themselves are  encoded using vector 
q uan tiza t ion . Decoding the  1 frame is the  reverse of encoding: F irs t  we decode the  
vector quan tization  using the  codebooks, then we convert th e  quad tree  s tru c tu re  into 
array  s truc tu re .  Finally, we add  up  the  means frame to  ob ta in  the reconstructed  
frame. T h is  is identical to  the  Q IE T  technique for encoding  images.
Predictive frames (P frames) are  encoded in th ree  steps. First, we genera te  
the  "differential" image, which is the  difference between th e  curren t frame and  the  
previous I frame. T he  differential frame pixel values would be zero for a pixel 
th a t  d id  not differ from the  reference frame. For a video conferencing app lica tion , 
th e  background should result in a  m ostly  blank differential image, and hence good 
compression. The complexity  of th is  s tep  is identical to  t h a t  of the  mean removal 
s tep  in Q IE T .
T h e  next two steps are  identical to the  Q IE T  a lgo r i thm . We convert the  
differential image into a  quad tree .  T hen  we compress it us ing  vector quan tiza tion . 
N ote  th a t  there  is no m ean  image for P  frames. T he  previous I frame is ac tua lly  its 
"b ase  layer", and we canno t decode it w ithou t the  I frame.
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B fram es require inform ation  of the  previous I or P  fram es an d  the following 
P frames (if any) for encoding and  decoding. For each block in the  frame, we 
generate  th e  differential image block between it and  the  previous I or P frame and 
ano ther  one for the  following P  frame. T hen  th e  differential im age which generates 
the  sim pler qu a d tre e  s truc tu re ,  in te rm s of num ber  of nodes, is chosen to be encoded. 
Therefore, som e blocks in the  frame will be  dependen t on a previous frame, while 
e thers  are dependen t  on a forthcom ing frame. We need to  a t ta c h  to each block 
in the  fram e one bit of inform ation saying w hether  it should be decoded from a 
previous or following frame. After th a t  the chosen q u a d tre e  is compressed using 
vector quan tiza t ion .
The B frames have the  highest compression ratio, bu t they also have the 
highest encoding  and  decoding  complexity. They also require out-of-order processing 
of frames at the  decoder, because a B frame cannot be decoded unless the  following 
P frame has been decoded. And thus, they need a large buffering capacity.
The n a tu re  of the  sequence of I. P. and  B frames will be determ ined  by the 
application  requirem ents. For more robustness, the  best choice would be to have a 
large num ber  of I frames (hence shorter  G O Ps)  to  decrease in te r-fram e dependency 
and error p ropaga tion . For fast encoding and  decoding, the  best choice would be to 
abandon using B-frames a ltoge the r  because they  require much m ore encoding t im e 
th an  I frames or P  frames. For best compression results, we shou ld  use longer G O P s  
and more B frames.
T he  decoding process of I frames is identical to  th a t  of Q IE T . as shown in 
figure 4.4. F o r  decoding P  frames, we use the  previously decoded  I frame as a  base 
layer, instead  of the  m ean image. Otherwise, the  technique is s im ila r  to  the  I frame.
D ecoding  of the  B fram e is more complex and  t im e  consuming. F irs t ,  it 
requires th a t  th e  following P  fram e (if any) be  decoded first, so it has to be buffered 
for a  while. T hen  for each individual block in the  frame, we perform  reverse vec­
to r  quan tiza t ion , and  conversion from quad tree  into image array. We add  up  the  
differential block to  the  decoded block of th e  previous or following I or P  frame.






















































Fig. 4.4. D ecoding  steps for the  different fram e types.
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depend ing  upon which one was used du r ing  the  encoding  process.
4.2 Analysis and Results
In th is  section, we show the  results  of our  new encoding  technique and  com pare  
it to the  M P E G  algorithm  [31]. We com pare them  accord ing  to their  ab il i ty  to 
compress an image, scalability, and  robustness. We use the Peak-S ignal-tc-Xoise  
ra t io  (PSX R ) as our measure of quality, as described in section 3.2.1.
4.2.1 Compression Results
T he proposed video representa tion  technique was tes ted  on a set of three s ta n d a rd  
gray-scale video sequences used for tes t ing  encoding techniques. T he  size of the 
source pictures is 176x144 and the  first frame of each one is shown in figure 4.5: 
Miss Am erica (M ISSA). Table tennis, and Football.
Each sequence has different characteristics. MISSA is a video sequence of 
a ta lk ing  person with  few movem ent, which is typical in video conferencing app li­
cations. Table Tennis  is a video sequence with a fast-m oving object (the ball) and 
a large s ta t ic  background. Football  is the  most challenging sequence because of its 
very high speed and  low tem poral  redundancy. In th is  section, we show the  resu lts  of 
our experim ents  w ith  the MISSA sequence only, as ou r  system  is ta rge ting  th e  field 
of video-conferencing, where it is a  s ta n d a rd  benchm ark  for tes ting  and  com paring  
system s.
In the graph  of F igure 4.6, We plot the  P S X R  of th e  first 10 frames of Miss 
A m erica  for th ree  different G O Ps: All I frames, I P P P P P  repeatedly, and  IB P B P B  
repeatedly . We keep the average b it  ra te  a t  16kbps. an d  10 frames/sec. W e chose 
to  keep the  bit ra te  constan t and  m easure  the  resu lting  quality  of the  encoded video 
sequence. A no ther  option was to  keep the  quality  fixed and  m easure the needed bit 
ra te  to  achieve th a t  quality. However, th is  option is m ore difficult to im plem ent and 
experim en t with.
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(a) Miss America (MISSA)
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(b) T ab le  Tennis
(c) Foo tba ll
Fig. 4.5. F irs t  fram e of th e  th ree  test sequences used.
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Fig. 4.6. P S X R  for different G O Ps of th e  Miss A m erica  sequence.
From  the  figure, we see the  compression advan tage  of using P  an d  B fram es is 
clear. By keeping th e  to ta l  encoded image size constan t,  we ob ta in  a b e t t e r  qua li ty  
image, than  I frames. T he  P  frames o b ta in s  a  large im provem ent in quality . This 
is m ain ly  due to  the  fact th a t  it generates sm aller  quad tree  since th e  differential 
im age is m ain ly  blank. T he  B frames ob ta in  only a m odest im provem ent over the  P 
frames. T h is  is due to  the  fact th a t  B fram es dem and  more processing t im e, which 
shadows its compression enhancem ents.
Next, we com pare  our technique to  o th e r  s im ilar techniques in th e  l i te ra tu re .  
In th e  g raph  of figure 4.7. we plot the  PSX'R function for the  Miss A m erica  sequence
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Fig. 4.7. P S X R  for different encod ing  of the  Miss America sequence.
for Q V E T . the  H.261 protocol, and  M PE G 2. T he  average bit ra te  is 16kbps at 10 
f ram es/sec  for all techniques. W e used the  G O P  (1BPB) for our  sequence and 
M P E G 2. From  the  chart ,  we find th a t  ou r  technique gives a  slightly lower quality  
th an  M PE G -2 , for a  certa in  b it  ra te  (bu t much be tte r  th a n  H.261). However, our 
new technique provides o ther  good features, scalability and  error  resilience, which 
overcome th is  draw back. We will explain  this in the next two sections. We obtained 
sim ilar results  with th e  o ther  tw o tes t  video sequences. Foo tball ,  and  Table Tennis, 
as shown in figures 4.8 and  4.9. respectively.
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Fig. 4.8. P S N R  for different encoding  of the Football  sequence.
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Frame
Fig. 4.9. P S X R  for different encoding of th e  Table  Tennis sequence.
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4.2.2 Scalability
T he  ability  of an encoding  technique to  be  decoded at m ultip le  levels o f  accuracy  
is very im p o r ta n t  in app lica tions  of com pu te r  com m unications . O u r  a lgo r i thm  is 
scalable because  all nodes of the  q u ad tree  are  encoded, leaf nodes are  encoded  
implicitly inside their  p a ren t  non-term inal nodes, as explained in deta il  in chap te r  
3. To test the  scalability  of our  new encoding technique, we perfo rm ed  th e  following 
experim ent.
We encoded the  first frame of the  Miss A m erica  video (176x144) a t bit ra te  
16 Kbps using Q V E T  and M PEG -2 , which is scalable, too. Q V E T  gave an encoded  
frame im age w ith  P S N R  32.69 dB. while M P E G -2  gave an image w ith  P S N R  32.85 
dB. a slightly b e t te r  im provem ent. At th e  decoder, we scaled down b o th  fram es to 
different sizes and p lo tted  the  behavior of bo th . Q Y E T  is scaled down by e ither  
dropp ing  entire  layers of the  quadtree , which gives a d ra m a tic  scale down. Or. for 
finer down-scaling, we can intelligently tr im  down only pa rts  of th e  quad t  ree. T he  
experim ent was repeated  w ith  several o th e r  frames with a lm ost identical results.
F igure  4.10 shows the  result of this experim ent. A lthough  the  M P E G -2  
encoding gave a  higher P S N R  at the encoder, the  P S N R  fell sharp ly  when scaled 
down at the  decoder, com pared  to Q Y E T . For exam ple, to scale down th e  to ta l  frame 
size to lK b i ts  (from 1.6 K bits  )by decreasing the  quality  of the decoded  fram e. Q Y E T  
gave a P S N R  of 29.06 dB. while M P E G -2  encoding  gave a P S N R  of 27.51 dB. We 
conclude th a t  to scale down a frame to a lower bit rate , our  a lgo r i thm  gives a b e t te r  
quality  due  to the  na tu ra l ly  scalable s tru c tu re  of th e  quad tree .
4.2.3 Robustness
R obustness  in Q Y E T  is m ainly  based on the  q u ad tree  s tru c tu re .  R obus tness  is 
also affected by th e  choice of sequence of P  and  B frames in the  G O P . T h e  less B 
frames in the  G O P. th e  b e t te r  the  robustness. Also, sho rte r  G O P s  result  in b e t te r  
robustness. This  is an  inherent feature  in all differential v ideo-encoding system s.










F ram e size in bits
Fig. 4.10. Scalability results for the  first fram e of Miss America Sequence.
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L oss P S N R , Q V E T P S N R , M P E G -2
0% 32.69 dB 32.85 dB
57 32.03 dB 30.67 dB
10% 31.17 dB 28.14 dB
20% 27.27 dB 23.07 dB
30% 24.62 dB 20.83 dB
10% 23.86 dB 18,17 dB
Fig. 4.11. Decrease in fram e quality due to  d a ta  loss.
F igure  4.11 shows the  reaction of our  representa tion  and  the  M P E G -2  tech­
nique to  random  erro r  loss across all levels of the  quadtree . We encoded the  first 
frame of the  Miss A m erica  video (176x144) at bit rate  16 K B P S  using Q Y E T  and 
M PEG -2. Q Y E T  gave an image with PS X R  32.69 dB. while M P E G -2  gave an im age 
with P S X R  32.85 dB. T hen  we randomly d ropped  a certain pe rcen tage  of d a ta ,  and 
reconstructed  th e  fram e from the lossy d a ta  an d  calculated  th e  new P S X R . as we 
did for Q IE T  in ch a p te r  3. As can be seen from the  table, ou r  rep resen ta tion  is 
much m ore error resilient.
4.3 Summary
In this chap ter,  we described how the quad tree-based  im age rep resen ta tion  tech­
nique. Q IE T . was ex tended  to  encode video, we developed a new encoding  tech­
nique. Q Y E T . based upon  it. To make it a  differential techn ique  and  make use of 
the  tem pora l  red u n d an cy  between frames, we applied the  well-known differential 
IPB  technique to  Q IE T .
We ob ta ined  good scalability and  robustness  properties , m ain ly  due  to  the  
na tu re  of the  quad tree .  And we obtain reasonable, if not d ram a tic ,  results in th e  
compression aspect. O u r  technique also proved to  be more scalable  and  robust than
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th e  M P E G 2  technique.
However, th is  m e th o d  of video encoding could  be  im proved upon  to  obtain  
b e t te r  compression resu lts  while keeping the  sam e th em e  of th e  encod ing  technique. 
Instead of add ing  th e  differential m ethod  to the  im age encoding, we can extend 
the  image encoding  itse lf  to  represent video. We use th e  octree, which is the  three- 
dimensional equivalen t of the  quad tree , to  represent th e  G O P. Th is  is a m ore natura l 
and  simple app roach  to  video encoding.
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CHAPTER V 
AN OCTREE-BASED VIDEO ENCODING 
TECHNIQUE (OVET)
We now explore a n o th e r  m eth o d  of extending our image encoding  techn ique  to  
encode video stream s. T he  basic idea here is to  use exactly  the  sam e techn ique  
and  replace the  q u ad tree  s tru c tu re  with an octree  s truc tu re .  T he  oc tree  is the  
three-d im ensional equivalent of the  quadtree , and is typically  used to represent 
th ree-d im ensional objects. In this chapter, we show how it can also be used to 
successfully encode video as well. We simply t rea t  each G O P  as a th ree-d im ensional 
ob jec t,  and not a sequence, and encode them collectively as one item. W e also com ­
bine bo th  quad tree  and  octree techniques to generate  a new encod ing  hav ing  b e t te r  
characteristics.
In section 1. we describe the  octree representa tion  m ethod . In section 2. we 
describe the  new octree-based video representation technique. Section 3 shows the  
experim ental results ob tained . W e obtained  a great im provem ent in com pression , as 
well as scalability  and  robustness. In section 4. we describe a n o th e r  video encod ing  
technique, the  hybrid video encoding, which has a differential app roach  and  uses 
bo th  th e  quad tree  and octree  representations. We also show th e  experim en ta l  results  
ob ta ined  by it. in compression, and  robustness. Finally, section 5 concludes the  
chapter.
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5.1 The Octree Representation
T h e  octree  is an approach  to  object representation based on successive subdivision of 
an objec t into sub-objec ts . It is typically used in robotics and  object m an ipu la t ion  
fields [38]. In th is  d isserta t ion , we show th a t  it can also be used successfully in 
video encoding. T he  basic idea here is to trea t  the  video sequence as a  3D object 
with the  t im e  axis representing  the  depth  of the  object, as shown in figure 5.2. T he  
video sequence is d ivided to  blocks where each block consists of a  certain  num ber  of 
frames to  be encoded toge the r  as an object. We propose to  use the octree  [38. 39] 
technique to encode this object. T he  num ber of frames in each block defines the 
"depth" of the  octree, while the  frame size defines the height and  width.
An octree  is th e  three-dimensional equivalent of a quadtree . Octrees repre­
sen ta tion  is based on cubic decomposition of space. We repeatedly  subdiv ide  the 
object into 8 oc tan ts  (sub-blocks) and  examine each octan t in tu rn  for hom ogeneity 
in color. This  is repea ted  until we obtain blocks (possibly single voxels, a cubic m in ­
imum unit w ith  equal width, height, and dep th)  which consist entirely of only one 
color. Th is  process is represented by a tree of out-degree eight (and hence the  name) 
in which the  root node represents the  entire object, the  eight sub -oc tan ts  represent 
the  eight corners of th e  objects, and  the leaves ( term inal nodes) correspond to those 
blocks of the  object for which no further subdivision is necessary.
F igure  5.1 shows a sample object and its octree. We chose a simple black 
and  white  ob ject for simplicity, but the  same technique applies for color objects. The 
resu lting  tree is of d e p th  three. C ircular nodes (non-term inals)  in the tree  m ean th a t  
th is  p a r t  of th e  object is of different colors and will be decomposed further. Usually, 
th e  average color of th a t  a rea  is stored in this node. A black node represents a black 
p a r t  of the  object. A w hite  node represents a  white p a r t  of the  object.
T he  m ost obvious storage s truc tu re  for an octree is a fully pointered tree [30] 
where each node record has 8 pointers to its eight sons, and a 'color' field representing 
the  node 's  color or th e  average color of its 8 sons if it is a non-term inal node.
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a) A  sample Object b) Decomposition of a cube into 
octants
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.1 . O ctree  s truc tu re .
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c) Dividing GOPs into cubes
Fig. 5.2. Conversion from frames in to  cubes.
A lthough this m ethod  is simple and  easy to im plem ent, it needs a lot of storage 
space. O ther  octree rep resen ta tions  has been proposed : G ray -C ode  [39]. Tree- 
C ode  [25]. D F -oc tree  [16]. and  G oblin  octree [47]. In developing th is  technique, we 
use the  modification of the  G ray-code. sim ilar to th a t  of C h a p te r  3.
5.2 An Octree-based Video Encoding Technique, 
OVET
T he  new encoding technique is based upon our earlier work on image compression, 
described in chap te r  3. T h e  techn ique  can be sum m arized  as follows:
First, the  sequence of fram es is divided into blocks of K consecutive frames, 
called group of pictures (G O P ).  T h e  value K should be a fac to r  of two to simplify 
the  build ing of the  octrees. 8 or 16 should  be a good choice. T h e  G O P  is then  looked 
upon as a th ree-d im ensional cubo id  and  encoded as an  ob jec t ,  w ith  3 dimensions, 
the  w id th  and  height of the  frames, and  the  tim e factor. Each pixel becomes a 
"voxel". T he  cuboid is then  div ided  into an array  of cubes, each to be encoded 
separately. At the  decoder side, th e  reverse of this division is done. T he  frames are 
once again  re-constructed  from th e  set of cubes. F igure  5.2 shows th is  abs trac tion .
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T he nex t steps are  as follows: we apply  a m ean removal technique to  each 
cube in tu rn ,  genera ting  "difference cubes" and  then  these cubes are  converted to  a 
forest of octrees. Next, the octree  d a ta  is compressed using vector quan tiza t ion  and  
a set of previously  built codebooks. The vector q u an tiza t io n  codebooks are  built 
off-line using a set of t ra in ing  images. T he  decoding  process is sym m etric  to  the  
encoding process bu t it is less t im e  consum ing because converting  the  octrees back 
to pixels is less t im e-consum ing th a n  build ing the  octree, and  we do not perfo rm  
a search in th e  codebooks. F igure  5.3 shows a  block d iag ra m  of the  encoding  and  
decoding  process. In the rem ainder  of this section we explain  each of these s teps  in 
detail,  and  show the  a lgorithm  used.
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5.2.1 Mean Removal
T he first s tep  in encoding a  G O P  is to  remove the  m eans of each (nxnxn) block. We 
first ca lcu la te  the  means of each (nxnxn) block, and  then  s u b tra c t  the  value of the  
mean from each pixel in th a t  block. T he  mean and  the  m ean-rem oved (difference) 
cubes a re  then  encoded separately. T he  main issue here is how to  choose the  block 
size (nxnxn). If the  block size is relatively small, then  the  com pression will not be 
efficient, as th e  m ean block size will be too  large, and the  block identifier will need 
more b its  and  the  resulting octree will be  too shallow to  provide useful scalability. If 
the  block size is relatively large, then a  larger octree will be needed, and  consequently 
more errors will be unrecoverable.
We experim ented  with three  different block sizes: 4. 8 . and  16. T he  a d ­
vantages of the  bigger size blocks is th a t  we got a b e tte r  compression ratio  for a 
slow-moving video sequence, and  a m ore scalable code since we will have a larger 
octree. But the  compression will be less robust because an error can affect a larger 
num ber  of frames. On the  o th e r  hand, the  4x4x4 block size gave the  worst com ­
pression ratio , but was the most robust compression. Since we are ta rge ting  video 
conferencing applications, we chose to have a large block size 8x8 x8 . to  ob tain  good 
com piession and still m ain ta in  reasonable robustness.
5.2.2 The Octree Construction Algorithm
In this section we explain how the  octree s truc tu re  is build from the  difference 
block. T he  a lgorithm  is s im ilar to the  quad tree  build ing a lgorithm , described in 
section 3.1.2. T he  only difference is th a t  we need to  load the  whole block of frames 
first, before we can s ta r t  build ing the octree. T he  a lgorithm  is shown in figures 5.4 
and 5.5.
T h e  execution tim e of this algorithm  is p roportional to  eight-seventh the  
num ber  of pixels in the  entire block since it is the  num ber  of t im es  procedure C O N ­
S T R U C T  is invoked (and equal to the  num ber of nodes in a com plete  octree  for
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p r o c e d u r e  BUILDOCT(BLOCK. LEVEL)
/* construct a octree encoding for the 2 i £ '  EEx2EE'‘ ELx2LE]' EL block in pixel 
array BLOCK. The origin is assumed to be the back SE-most pixel of the  block */ 
b e g in
Load the frames required to form the block.
Remove the means from the block and encode separately,
preload global integer array XF[ with 1.0 .1.0.1.0 .1.0 :
preload global integer array YF[ with 1.1.0.0.1.1.0.0 :
preload global integer array ZF[ with 1.1.1.1.0 .0 .0.0 :
preload global character array CD[0.1.2.3.4.5.G.7 with '0 ' .T V 2 V 3 \’4'.'5'.'GY7' : 
set CODE =  NULL string :
result =  CONSTRUCTOCT(LEVEL.2i£ V £ /-. 2LEVEi . 2LEVEL. CODE;: 
return: 
e n d
Fig. 5.4. Octree E ncoding  Algorithm.
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in teger procedure CONSTRUCTOCT (LEVEL. X. Y. Z. CODE):
/* Generate the code corresponding to the 2LEVEL x 2LEX EL\  2LEVEL
portion of the pixel array BLOCK whose back SE-most pixel is BLOCK[X.Y.Z‘ */
begin
integer array RES[8 ' : integer AVERAGE. DEV : 
if  (LEVEL = =  0) 
then  return (BLOCK[X.Y.Z ) /* At a pixel */ 
else 
begin
LEVEL =  LEVEL - 1: D =2LEVEL : 
for i=0 to 7 do 
RES[f =  CONSTRUCTOCT(LEVEL.X-XF[i*D.
Y-YF[i"*D.Z-ZF[f *D.CODE+CD[i ):
AVERAGE =  average(RES[0; RES[?;):
D E \ '  =  Maximum absolute deviation from the average : 





Search the codebook to find the nearest match to the 
colors of the eight color fields.
Create a da ta  structure for the current node, which 
includes the Codebook index and the Block ID.
Store the types of the eight sons in the octree 





Fig. 5.5. Octree  construc tion  algorithm .
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a  e l x 2 L E \  e l x 2 L E \  e l  b[ock) j h e a lgorithm  is recursive and the m ax im um  
dep th  of recursion is equal to  the  log of the  block size (3 for an  8x8x 8 block). D ue 
to  tem pora l  redundancy  between frames, the  com plexity  of build ing one octree  for 
eighth frames, was experim entally  found out to  be a b o u t  a th ird  of the  com plexity  
of bu ild ing eight independen t  quad trees  for the  different frames.
5.2.3 Block Representation
After m ean removal, we convert the  difference blocks in to  octrees. The "Gray Code" 
octree  represen ta tion  m eth o d  was first described in de ta il  in [39]. We used it in 
Q IE T  for encoding  images, and  we will use it here to  encode octrees in a s im ilar 
fashion. A brief  descrip tion  of this representation follows.
T he G ray-C ode  m ethod  stores the  octree as a group  of several lists, each list 
representing one level of the  octree. In each list we s to re  only non-term inal (G ray; 
nodes. Each node record contains the  node’s locational code, and 8 fields con ta in ing  
the  average color of each of its 8  sons. The locational code specifies both  t h e  s i z e  
and the  exact location  of the  oc tan t in the  block.
The O Y E T  represen ta tion  is based on the  G ray -C ode  with some m odifica­
tions to  ob ta in  b e t te r  compression ratios. Since we use blocks of size (nxnxn) voxels, 
the  resulting forest of octrees will each be /052(D) levels deep. Each octree represents  
a volume of size (nxnxn) of the  GOP. We s ta r t  by send ing  the  octree s tru c tu re  of 
each octree in tu rn .  Its  locational code and a series of b its  th a t  show its octree s t ru c ­
tu re  represent each tree. We indicate  te rm ina tion  by a  leaf w ith  a '0' and b ranch ing  
into child nodes w ith  a  T .  For example the octree  o f  figure 5.1 is represented by 1 
00101100 00000000 00000010 00000000 00000000. Since th e  lowest level consists of 
all leaves we do not need to  represent it. F igure  5.6 shows the  quad tree  s tru c tu re s  
for a sam ple 8x 8x 8 block.
Clearly, the  oc tree  s tru c tu re  is of very high im portance ,  since w ithout it we 
cannot put an incom ing  node in its correct location. Therefore, we choose to  send





1 00000000 00000010 00000000
0 00000000
Fig. 5.6. Octree  s tru c tu re  for a sam ple block.
the  octrees s truc tu re  first separately, before sending the  rest of the  inform ation.
5.2.4 Vector Quantization
We apply vector quan tiza t ion  to each level of the  octrees separately, since the con­
t r ibu tion  of each node to  the  frame area  is p roportiona l  to the size of the  node, 
which is de term ined th ro u g h  its level. Therefore, more accuracy is needed for nodes 
at higher levels com pared  to  nodes at lower levels.
The locational code of the  octree and the  colors of its eight sons represent 
each octree node. The locational code specifies the  location of this node. The colors 
of the  eight sons represent the  average colors of the  eight oc tan ts  of th is  node. Since 
most pixel colors are ac tua lly  close to  the  mean color, we can quantize  the  colors to  
use fewer bits with a low level of d istortion. We use vector quan tiza tion  to  quantize  
all eight color fields together, m aking use of the  spatia l  locality between them  and 
using fewer bits to  encode them .
Vector quan tiza t ion  is based upon the  use of a codebook. Since all levels 
of the octree are not of th e  same im portance, we use a different codebook, with a 
different size, for each layer. The codebook size reflects the  level of de ta il  of a layer, 
the  h igher a layer, the  larger  its codebook becomes (relative to  the  n u m b er  of nodes 
in th a t  layer). We chose a codebook of size 64 items for the  lowest layer (6-b it  index) 
and  double the  size for each higher layer.
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5.2.5 Decoding Algorithm
T he  decoding  a lgorithm  is the reverse of the  encoding a lgorithm . However, it is much 
m ore time-efficient. T he  decoding s teps are:
•  S ta r t  by generating  our basic block of frames by en larg ing  th e  mean block to 
the  ac tual frame size. For exam ple, if our block size is (8 x8x8 ). then each pixel 
in the  m ean image would be enlarged to  cover a cubic (8 x8 x8 ) area over the  8 
frames to  be decoded together.
•  Perform  reverse vector q uan tiza t ion  to  ob ta in  back the  octree  node color da ta .  
T h e  receiver has the  sam e codebooks as the  sender, and  uses them  to find 
th e  d a ta  vectors from the  codebook indices. This  is a d irect lookup in the  
codebooks, not a search like in the  encoding  process.
•  Given the  octree node color d a ta ,  and  the octree  s truc tu re ,  re-build the  octree  
s truc tu re .  Only as m any levels as the  receiver can process should  be decoded. 
Since the levels are processed in a decreasing order, we can build the  oetree> 
of each block as we process the  nodes. Each level gives inform ation  about the 
following level's d a ta  s truc tu re .
•  As the quad tree  is being decoded, we plot the  d a ta  ob ta ined  directly  on the  
basic block to  enhance it. in a  layer by layer approach . T hus , we end up with 
8 decoded frames, and  they  a re  displayed in tu rn .  This  a lgorithm  is explained 
in detail in the  following subsection.
Octree Destruction Algorithm
T h e  decoding  a lgorithm  is s im ila r  to  th a t  of the  quad tree  decoding  a lgorithm , de­
scribed in section 3.1.5. It is shown in figure 5.7. T he  m ain  add it ion  is tha t  we plot 
th e  decoded d a ta  over the  set of fram es included in th e  G O P.
The  execution t im e of th is  a lgo r i thm  is p roportiona l  to  one-seventh the  n u m ­
be r  of pixels in the block, since it is th e  num ber  of node d a ta  received (and equal to




Load required codebooks: 
set O T R E E  pointer =  null:
Display Means block in all the frames, enlarged to the real frame size.
For each required level do  
b e g in
Read node data. INDEX
Get the 8 octants color using the INDEX and the codebooks.
Get the Actual location of the eight octants from the O T R EE pointer: 
Add the mean value of this block to all eight colors to get 
the actual octant color.
Plot the octants in their positions in the different frames.
Move the O TREE pointer to the next expected node to arrive, 
e n d
Fig. o.7. O ctree  Decoding a lgorithm .
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the  n u m b er  of G R A Y  nodes in a com plete  octree for a  2LEX ELx ‘2LE' EL x2££ ' EL 
block).
5.3 Analysis and Results
In this section, we show the  results of ou r  new encoding technique an d  com pare  it to  
the  M P E G  a lgorithm  [31]. We com pare  them  according to  the ir  ab ility  to  compress 
a video, scalability, and  robustness.
5.3.1 Frame Size Complexity
T he presented video represen ta tion  technique was tested on ou r  set of th ree  s ta n ­
dard  gray-scale video sequences used for testing  encoding techniques. Miss Am erica 
(MISSA). tab le  tennis , and football. T h e  size of the source fram es is 176x144. T im  
frame size results in an  array  of size (22x18) blocks, each block is a cube of d im en ­
sions (8 x8 x8 ).
In the  g raph  of figure 5.8. we plot the  P S X R  function for the  Miss Am erica 
sequence for O Y E T . the  Q Y E T  described in chap ter  4. the  H.2G1 protocol, and 
M PE G 2. T he  average bit rate  is 16kbps a t  10 fram es/sec. a typical rate  used in 
video conferencing. From  the  chart,  we find th a t  our technique gives a much b e t te r  
qua lity  (for a fixed b it  rate)  th an  the  o ther  techniques. This  result is due  to  th e  fact 
th a t  we are encoding th e  frames as three-dim ensional blocks an d  therefore  can have 
b e t te r  compression due to  the  tem p o ra l  and  spatial locality. F igu res  5.9 and  5.10 
show the results  of th e  sam e experim ent with the  football and  tab le  tenn is  test 
sequences, respectively.
T he  perform ance of each technique differs according to  th e  sequence used. 
We notice from the  g raphs th a t  all techniques perform best for th e  slow-moving 
sequence MISSA. This  is due  to  the  fact th a t  slow-moving sequences contain  a  lot 
of tem p o ra l  redundancy.
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Fig. 5.8. P S X R  for different encoding of the Miss A m erica  sequence.
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Fig. 5.9. P S X R  for different encoding  of the  Football  sequence.




H . 2 5  1
Fig. 5.10. P S X R  for different encoding  of the  Table  Tennis sequence .
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5.3.2 Scalability
T h e  ability of an encod ing  technique to  be decoded at m ultip le  levels of accuracy 
is very im p o r tan t  in applications  of com puter  com m unications . O ur  a lgo r i thm  is 
scalable because all nodes of the  octree are  encoded, leaf nodes are  encoded im plicitly  
inside their  paren t non-te rm inal nodes. Most tree-based system s encode only the  
leaves of the  tree  to  ob ta in  a be tte r  compression ratio , while losing the  scalability  
and  robustness of th e  tree  s truc ture . To test the  scalability  of our new encod ing  
technique, we perfo rm ed  th e  following experim ent.
We encoded th e  first frame of the  Miss Am erica  video (176x144) a t bit r a te  
16 K bps using our technique and M PEG -2, our encoding gave an image w ith  P S X R  
34.73 dB. while M P E G -2  gave an image with P S X R  32.85 dB. At the  decoder, 
we scaled down b o th  frames and plot the behavior of bo th . T he  experim ent was 
repea ted  with several o th e r  frames with almost identical results.
Figure  5.11 shows the  result of this experim ent. T h e  P S X R  for the  M P E G -2  
encoding fell sharply  when scaled down at the  decoder, com pared  to our a lgo r ithm . 
For example, to scale down the frame size to 1 Ixbits (from 1.6 K bits) , our encoding  
gave a P S X R  of 30.66 dB . while M PE G -2  encoding gave a P S X R  of 27.51 dB. We 
conclude th a t  to  scale down a frame to  a lower bit rate , our  a lgorithm  gives a b e t te r  
quality  due to the  n a tu ra lly  scalable s tru c tu re  of the  octree.
5.3.3 Robustness
Figure 5.12 shows th e  reaction of O V E T , Q Y E T . and  the  M P E G -2  technique to 
random  error  loss across all levels of the  octree. We encoded the  first fram e of the  
Miss Am erica video (176x144) a t bit ra te  16 K bps using the  different techniques. 
O Y E T  gave a fram e with  PSX R  32.70 dB. Q Y E T  gave a fram e w ith  P S X R  32.69 
dB. while M P E G -2  gave a  frame with P S X R  32.85 dB. T hen  we random ly  d ropped  
a  certain  percen tage  of da ta ,  and  reconstructed the  fram e from the  lossy d a ta  and  
calculated  the  new P S X R . As can be seen from the  tab le , our representa tion  is much





F ram e size in bits
Fig. 5.11. Scalability results for the  first frame of Miss Am erica  Sequence.
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Loss P S N R , O V E T P S N R , Q V E T P S N R , M P E G -2
0c7c 32.70 dB 32.69 dB 32.85 dB
5<7 32.47 dB 32.03 dB 30.67 dB
10% 32.07 dB 31.17 dB 28.14 dB
20% 30.91 dB 27.27 dB 23.07 dB
30l7 29.56 dB 24.62 dB 20.83 dB
40Y 28.62 dB 23.86 dB 18.47 dB
Fig. o.l2. Decrease in fram e quality  due to  d a ta  loss, 
more error resilient.
5.4 The Hybrid Video Encoding Technique, HVET
In this section, we describe our effort to  combine bo th  the  q u a d tre e  and  octree  
approaches to video encoding. T he  idea is as follows: First the  video sequence i> 
divided into G O P s  where the  size K must obey the  function
A' =  1 — 2m w h e n  m  =  1 .2 .3 . . . .
The  reason is th a t  each G O P  will be encoded in to  one q u a d tre e  and  one 
octree. F igure 5.13 il lus tra tes  this abs trac tion  for K =  5. In Section 5.2.1. we 
showed th a t ,  while working with  OY ET. a block size of (8x8x 8 ) gave best results in 
all aspects. Therefore, we chose K to be 9. based upon our previous work.
The next s tep  is to  encode the first fram e in the  G O P  as an  independen t 
I-frame using the  quad tree-based  image encoding  technique, described in ch ap te r  3. 
T hen , for the  rest of th e  G O P . we generate a  "difference block", by su b tra c t in g  the  
value of the  pixels from th e  corresponding pixel in th e  I-frame. T hen , the  block is 
cut up into cubes (of size 8 . if the  G O P size is 9) an d  each cube  is encoded separa te ly
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a) Sequ en ce o f  fram es b) Form ing G O P s o f  size  5
( one I frame &  4  in d ifferentia l b lo ck s )
c) D iv id in g  G O P s into cubes
Fig. 5.13. Conversion from frames into I-fram es and  differential cubes.
First frame  
in G O P ^
Fram e
Other
fram es in G O P
P rocess as 
a Q uadtree
P rocess as 
part o f  an 
O ctree
Fig. 0 . 1-4. P rocessing the different frames in the  GOP.
in a m an n e r  s im ila r  to  th a t  described previously in this chapter.  T he  idea is shown 
in figure .5.14.
T he  decoding  process is the  reverse of the  encoding process. F irs t ,  the I- 
fram e is decoded using the  decoding process of the  quad tree-based  image encoding 
technique. T hen , we decode the  differential octrees. We s ta r t  by doing the  reverse 
vector quan tiza t ion  to  de-compress the  oc tree  s truc tu res .  T hen  we convert from the 
oc tree  s tru c tu re s  to the  3D block. Finally, we add  up the  decoded I frame to each 
fram e in th e  block to  ob ta in  th e  video sequence once again.
As we can see. the  differential block is encoded and  decoded as one entity, so
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we need to  be able to  buffer frames a t  bo th  the encoder and  decoder. Also, we have 
to wait for all frames in the  block to arrive before we can s ta r t  bu ild ing  the  octrees.
5.4.1 Experimental results
In th is  section, we describe how our new hybrid video encoding  technique com ­
pares with  M PE G 2. Q Y E T . and  O Y E T . O ur  new hybrid  techn ique  shows great 
im provem ent over bo th  the  M P E G 2 and Q Y E T . and  slightly b e t te r  improvement 
over O Y E T . However, we m ust note th a t  it is more tim e-consum ing  th an  O Y E T . In 
th is  section, we com pare  compression results, t im e complexity, a n d  robustness. We 
do not discuss scalability since this encoding exhibits  s im ilar scalability  p roper tie s  
as the  octree-based encoding  technique O Y ET. described earlier in this chapter.
Compression results
We used the  same experim ents , described in Section 4.2.1. used for tes t ing  the 
octree  and quad tree  techniques. The graph of figure 5.15 shows the  results for all 
the  different encoding for the  MISSA sequence. T he  average bit ra te  is 16kbps at 
10 fram es/sec. From the  chart ,  we find tha t  our technique gives a  b e t te r  qua li ty  
(for a  fixed bit rate) th an  the  o ther  techniques. It has a b o u t  2.2 dB im provem ent 
over M P E G  and 0.4 dB improvement over O Y ET. F igures 5.16 and  5.17 show the  
results of the  same experim ent with the  football and  tab le  tennis  test sequences, 
respectively.
Encoding Time Complexity
W e now show th a t  the  cost of the  hybrid technique. H Y E T  is only slightly h igher 
th a n  th a t  of the octree  technique. O Y ET. From A ppendix  A. we see th a t  the  com ­
plexity of building th e  quad tree  is o f  order 4 /3  the size of the  frame. T he  com plexity  
of bu ild ing  the  octree  is 8 /7  the  size of the  "differential block". M athem atica l  de riva ­
tion for the  complexity  is explained in detail in [30].
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Fig. 5.15. MISSA compression results for H Y E T  .
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Fig. 5.16. Foo tba ll  compression results  for H Y E T  .






H V E T
O V E T
M P E G
Q V E T
34
28
7 81 6 9 lO
Frame
Fig. 3.17. Table  Tennis compression results for H Y E T  .
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For a fram e size of MxX pixels divided into (nxn) blocks, we ca lcu la te  the  
ac tual  size t h a t  will be encoded as:
S  = [n x n) x — '1 r .inX
n n
bits
T he  com plexity  of Q Y E T  per frame can be s ta te d  as follows:
C o m p le x i t  yQV£T =  C o m p le x i t  y [ M e a n  Removal )
— C o m p l e x i t y  [ B u i ld  Quadtree)
-r C o m p le x i t  y [ \ ' e c t  or Q uav . )
=  0 [ S )  -r 0 ( 1 . 3 3 S )  Comp\-Q  
=  0 ( 2 . 3 3  S)  — C om pv Q
The com plex ity  of 0 \ ’E T  with block size (nxnxn). per frame, can be s ta te d  as 
follows:
C o m p l e x i t y o y e t  =  C o m p le x i t y )  M e a n  Rem ova l )
C o m p l e x i t y [ B u i l d  Octree)
-T- C o m p le x i t y [ \ ' e c to r  Quan .)
  Q( S  < n  i , <Jl 1 .1 4 2 8 5  ■ n 1 Cimip\-Q Q i ' T
n n n
=  0 ( °  1 4 0 8  S )  — C o m PY Q Q< ~ T
T he com plex ity  of H Y E T  with block size (nxnxn) and G O P  size K. per frame, can 
be ca lcu la ted  as follows:
C o m p l e x i t y h v e t  — C o m p le x i t y [ o n e  f r a m e  by quadtree)
4- C o m p le x i t y [ n  f r a m e s  by octree)
(O (2.33 X  S ) -*■ Comp i ■ Q )+ n (O (2.1-4 2SS )+■£ Z 2 i!L 2 ° £ Z ;_  -
F o r  K  =  9
Complexi tyhyet = 0(2.1639 S) 4- c?m-?-V,̂ ™ PyqocT
T he  com plexity  of the  vector quan tiza t ion  for bo th  the  octree and q u a d tre e .  C om pY Q oc T
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an d  CompvQ.  respectively, is dependen t upon  the  size of the  codebook we are search­
ing. and  the  n a tu re  of the  video sequence. A lthough perfo rm ing  vector quan tiza tion  
for an  octree  is more tim e consuming, from our experim en ta t ion  we found out th a t  
it takes less ha lf  the  tim e of the  q uad tree  vector quan tiza t ion , per frame. From 
th e  above equations, we conclude th a t  the  H Y E T  takes only slightly more t im e to 
encode th a n  O Y E T . for the sam e video sequence. We note th a t  frequency based 
techniques, like M PEG 2. are all of order the  square  of the block size for bo th  en­
coding  and  decoding.
Robustness
To test for robustness, we used the  sam e experim ent used in the  q u a d tre e  and octree 
encoding  techniques. Figure  5.18 shows th e  reaction of our  new hybrid  representa­
tion. the  octree-based representation, the  quad tree-based  video representa tion , and 
the  M P E G -2  technique to  random  error loss across all levels of th e  octree.
We encoded th e  first fram e of the  Miss America video (176x144) a t  bit ra te  16 
K bps  using the  different techniques. Then  we random ly  d ropped  a  ce rta in  percentage 
of d a ta ,  and  reconstructed  the  frame from the lossy d a ta  and  ca lcu la ted  the new 
PSX R . As can be seen from the  table, our new hybrid video representa tion  performs 
b e t te r  th a n  the  M P E G  and Q uad tree  representations. However, the  octree  technique 
still has the  best robustness performance.
5.5 Summary
In th is  chap ter,  we described a new technique to  encode video s tream s, using the 
octree  representa tion  m ethod. Octrees are typically used in robotics  and  three- 
dim ensional object representation. We proved th a t  they  also be used to  successfully 
encode video as well, by viewing it as a sequence of th ree  d im ensional blocks. This 
m eth o d  makes good use of bo th  spatia l  and tem poral  redundancies. T h e  compression 
results  ob ta ined  were very good, giving abou t  a 2 dB  increase in quality. Also, we
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Loss H V E T O V E T Q Y E T M P E G - 2
07 32.73 dB 32.70 dB 32.69 dB 32.85 dB
57 32.20 dB 32.47 dB 32.03 dB 30.67 dB
107 31.50 dB 32.07 dB 31.17 dB 28.14 dB
207 28.09 dB 30.91 dB 27.27 dB 23.07 dB
3CI'7l 26.74 dB 29.56 dB 24.62 dB 20.83 dB
407 25.19 dB 28.62 dB 23.86 dB 18.47 dB
Fig. 5.18. R obustness  experim ental results for all encoding  techniques.
obtained  a good speed-up  com pared to the  q u ad tree  encoding technique.
Also, we developed a hybrid video encod ing  technique. H Y E T . by com bin ing  
b o th  the quad tree  an d  octree  methods. We encode the  first frame in the  G O P  using 
the  quad tree  technique. T hen , we use to  genera te  a "differential block" from the 
o th e r  frames. And. we encode the block using the  octree  technique. T h is  techn ique  
gave slightly b e t te r  compression results th a n  the  octree  technique but at the  cost of 
an increase in encod ing  and  decoding tim e, a n d  slightly less error-resilience.
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS
In this chap te r ,  we sum m arize  our motives and  objectives, and  th e  work we have 
done in th is  d isser ta t ion  to achieve them . We describe the perfo rm ance  of our 
different techniques. We also present a list of possible fu ture ex tensions to  this work 
in the field of im age and video com m unication .
6.1 Conclusion
In this d isser ta t ion , we present ou r  ideas and  efforts in the increasingly im portan t  
field of image and  video compression. A lot of researchers work in th is  field and 
new encoding  techniques are being developed, as new applications and  new require­
ments arise. Since visual d a ta  is too  large to  send over com m unica tion  channels, 
compression has to  be used. T rad it iona l  compression techniques are  not suitable  
for com m unica tion  applications, and  therefore there  is a large need for compression 
techniques ta i lo red  to th a t  specific type  of application .
A careful survey of the  available encoding techniques showed th a t  there  was 
very few encod ing  techniques designed for in teractive video-conferencing app lica­
tions. Several techniques were developed for com m unica ting  video efficiently, bu t 
none covers th e  p a r t icu la r  requirem ents of video conferencing. In a  video conference, 
a session would typically  have several part ic ipan ts ,  each of them  encoding  and  send­
ing one video s tream , while receiving and  decoding  the  s tream s send  by the  o ther
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active pa r t ic ip an ts  simultaneously.
The requirem ents  for video conferencing app lica tions  are speed of encoding  
and in p a r t icu la r  speed of decoding, an d  a good compression ratio, because  of its 
m u lt i-s tream  na tu re . A n o th e r  im p o r ta n t  requirem ent is scalability: the  ab ility  to  
decode a video s tream  a t  m ultip le  levels of accuracy. A hierarchical encoding  n a t u ­
rally is scalable. By having th e  d a ta  arranged  in a  hierarchy of m ulti-priority  layers, 
receivers can drop d a ta  to  scale down th e  quality  w ithou t having to decode the  en tire  
fram e first. Finally, robustness is a n o th e r  requirem ent, we expect some d a ta  to  be 
lost du r ing  transm ission , so the  video s tream  should still be decodable  even when 
pa rts  of it are  missing. Those requirem ents suggest the  hierarchical q u ad tree  s t ru c ­
tu re  as a su itab le  representa tion , as it satisfies the  last two requirem ents w ithout 
any add it iona l  effort.
O ur  design is based on the  q uad tree  and  octree  representations. T he  quad t ree 
is an approach  to image represen ta tion  based on successive subdivision of the  image 
into q uad ran ts .  This  process is represented by a tree of out-degree four. T he  octree  
is the  three-d im ensional equivalent of the  quad tree , and is usually used to  encode 
3D objects.
F irs t ,  we designed a new image encoding technique. Q IET . based on the  use 
of q uad trees  and vector quan tiza t ion . T he  a lgorithm s divides the image into blocks, 
where the  block size is dependent on the  image size. Then , we app ly  a m ean- 
removal a lgorithm  on each block separately. Next, we generate  the q u a d tre e  for 
each block. Finally, we use vector quan tiza tion  to  compress the  qu ad tree  d a ta .  T h  
resulting  encoding is b o th  highly scalable and  robust. We com pared our a lgo r i thm  
to o ther  a lgo r ithm s in th e  l i te ra tu re  w ith  respect to  image compression, scalability  
and  robustness. It perform ed well in all th ree  aspects.
O ur  next s tep  was to  use Q IE T  as a s ta r t in g  po in t for developing a differential 
video encoding  technique, Q Y E T . We extended  it to  encode video by app ly ing  the  
well-known IPB  technique to  the  image encod ing  system . F irst , th e  sequence of 
fram es is divided into blocks of K  consecutive frames, called group of p ictures (G O P ) .
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T h e  first fram e of the  G O P  is chosen as a reference frame and  all o th e r  fram es are  
encoded based on the  reference frame.
Next, we developed ano ther ,  m ore efficient, m e th o d  for encoding  video based 
on Q IE T . called O V E T . O ctree-based  video encoding technique. T he  idea was to  
encode each group of frames collectively as a th ree-d im ensional object. W e used 
octrees as our basic d a ta  s truc tu re ,  and  vector quan tiza t ion  for compression.
T hen, we combined the differential Q Y E T  technique and  the  octree  tech­
nique. O Y E T . to generate  a  new hybrid  video encoding  technique. H Y E T . We en ­
coded the  first fram e of each G O P  independen tly  using Q IE T . T hen , the  rest of the  
G O P  was t re a te d  as a three-dim ensional cuboid. We get the  "differential" block by 
s u b tra c t in g  it from the independen tly  coded frame. Then , we encode th a t  block in 
a m an n e r  s im ilar to  O Y E T . conversion to  octrees, then  vector quan tization .
T he  im p o r tan t  issue is: how does our  family of encoding techniques com pare  
to others'.’. To verify its good perform ance, we tes ted  our system  using a set of 
s ta n d a rd  benchm ark  video sequences. O ur  techniques are all of t im e  com plexity  
function of the  fram e size. Most encoding techniques are of t im e complexity  order 
of square  of the  fram e size. Also, our  techniques are  non-sym m etric . so the  decoding  
t im e is considerably  less than  the  encoding time, a great advan tage  in m ulti-user  
systems.
We tested  the  compression perform ance of our techniques against the  s ta n ­
d a rd  benchm arks. M P E G 2 and H.261. Q Y E T  gave a reasonable  perform ance, only 
slightly worse compression th a n  M P E G 2. B ut. O Y E T  and H Y E T  gave excellent 
results  in compression, mainly due  to  the  fact th a t  they  encode groups of frames 
collectively.
We also ob tained  good scalability  and  robustness results for all techniques, 
in com parison  with  M P E G 2 . T h is  is m ainly  due to the  flexible hierarchical n a tu re  
of q uad trees  and  octrees.
In conclusion, we recom m end the  use of our  octree-based techniques. O Y E T  
and  H Y E T . as an efficient video encoding  technique for m ulti-user heterogeneous
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m ult im ed ia  conferencing applications.
6.2 Future Extensions
T he  work we describe in th is  d isserta t ion  can b e  ex tended  in the  following ways:
•  We m ainly  ta rg e ted  the  field of video conferencing when designing our en ­
coding techniques. T h e  requirem ents for th a t  field are speed of encod ing  and  
in p a r t icu la r  decoding, a  good compression ratio , scalability, and  robustness. 
A field th a t  is s im ilar in requirem ents is v ideo-on-dem and. typically  used in 
d igital video libraries  [5. 27]. The field requires a fast way of decoding  only. 
E ncoding  t im e can be excessive, since each video s tream  is encoded once and  
stored. A good compression ratio, scalability, and  robustness are  also im p o r­
tan t  requirem ent. O ur  new quad tree  an d  octree  based techniques can be used 
in th a t  field as well, with  some modifications.
•  An inherent problem  in quad trees  and  octrees is th a t  they give a blocky effect 
when the  frames are  scaled down to ob ta in  saving in size. Most frequency based 
techniques have the  opposite  problem , the  frames get a  fuzzy unclear effect 
when scaled down. T he re  have been a lot of research in restoring  scaled down 
images by sm oo th ing  down the  borders  between blocks in the  q u a d tre e  [30]. 
For an in terac tive  app lication  like video conferencing, p roper  " re s to ra t io n "  
of each fram e is not practical. It would be useful to  develop a m e th o d  of 
quick res to ra tion  th a t  can use previous fram es in the  video sequence to  quickly 
restore current ones.
•  W e designed and  im plem ented  the  encod ing  techniques for b o th  im age and  
video using a software im p lem en ta tion  only. Most encoding techniques in ac ­
tual use are im plem ented  and  built  us ing  hardw are  for g rea ter  speed. T h e  next 
s tep  in our technique would be to  design and  build  hardw are  im p lem en ta t io n s
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of our techniques and  te s t  th em  in real like applications. However, it is desir­
able to have the  decoding  technique available in bo th  h a rd w are  and  software, 
to  minimize the  cost for receivers.
•  In this d isserta tion , we design different m ethods  of video encoding, bu t we 
do not explore how our encoding technique will in terac t w ith  the  underly ing 
com m unication  backbone. A lot of research is being  done  in designing com­
m unication  protocols th a t  are su itab le  for m ulti-channeled  scalable  d a ta  [22 ]. 
In teg ra ting  our technique with such a system would be a  very in te resting  future 
extension.
•  Another way to  ex tend  the work in this d isserta tion  is by fu r th e r  exploiting 
the  na tu re  of video conferencing applications. Typically  the  sequence is of a 
talk ing and gesturing  person, s im ilar to  the s ta n d a rd  b enchm ark  "M iss Amer­
ica". T he  background inform ation is completely irrelevant and  should  not 
take valuable com m unication  bandw id th . A good extension to our  work is to 
develop a background-rem oval system, th a t  intelligently detec ts  which parts  
of the frames are  background and not encode it at all. This  system  should 
work in the  background and not d is tu rb  the  main encoding. It should  analyze 
the  frames as they  are t ra n sm it te d  and judge which blocks are s ta t ic  and  pure 
background, so they do not need encoding each time. T h e  background-rem oval 
system should then periodically inform the  m ain  encoder system  which blocks 
to  completely ignore.
•  A nother  possible extension is to  in tegra te  the  fast q u ad tree-bu ild ing  technique 
developed by Sam et [30] with our  technique. Sam et developed an algorithm  
to  build a quad tree  (or octree) in a  progressive m anner. So, instead  of s ta r t ing  
our quad tree-bu ild ing  with a  full a rray  of pixel, we build  the  q u a d tre e  as the  
d a ta  arrives, typically  in a  row-by-row fashion. This  is pa r t icu la r ly  useful when 
build ing the octrees since each octree  requires a large n u m b er  of frames. T he  
system  is w aiting  idly until all the  frames needed arrive. It would be more
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efficient to  s ta r t  the  work as soon as the  frames arrive, even though  it m ay 
take longer . We expect th a t  th e  ex tra  t im e needed to  build  the  octrees will 
be  less than  the wait t im e for all fram es to  arrive. It will also save on the  
buffering requirem ents of the  system .
•  A no the r  m ethod  of enhancem ent is to  work on the end of sequence problem . 
We typically assum e the  video sequence is infinite. Th is  problem  really shows 
up if we have a large G O P  size and  an octree  based encoding. T he  best solution 
would be to fill up the  rem ain ing  d a ta  in th e  octree with dum m y values, say 
all black, and encode it as a full octree.
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